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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER8th Edition • TEXTBOOK
Cognitive Neuroscience of LanguagePrinciples of Behavior

David Kemmerer, Purdue University, USA
This text provides an up-to-date, wide-ranging, and
pedagogically practical survey of the neural underpinnings of
language. It guides students through all of the major areas of
investigation, beginning with the fundamental aspects of brain
structure and function and then following with key topics such
as aphasia, the perception and production of speech, the
meaning of words, morphology, syntax, discourse, reading and
writing, sign language, and the bilingual brain. This edition has
been thoroughly updated throughout, and now includes a
dedicated chapter on the neural substrates of bilingualism.

Richard W. Malott, Western Michigan University, USA and
Kelly T. Kohler
Known for both its narrative style and scientific rigor, Principles
of Behavior is the premier introduction to behavior analysis.
Through an exploration of experimental, applied, and theoretical
concepts, the authors summarize the key conversations in the
field. The text can also function as the first step in a student’s
journey into becoming a professional behavior analyst at the
BA, MA, or PhD/EdD level. Each chapter of the text is integrated
with the Behavior Analyst Certification Board (BACB) task list,
serving as an excellent primer to many of the BACB tasks.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Cognitive PsychologyMarket: Psychology
August 2022: 680ppMarch 2021: 518pp
Hb: 978-1-138-31839-7: $350.00Hb: 978-1-138-04786-0: $325.00
Pb: 978-1-138-31840-3: $94.95Pb: 978-1-138-03849-3: $200.00
eBook: 978-1-138-31842-7eBook: 978-1-003-15701-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-848-72621-5Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-205-95949-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138318403* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138038493

8th Edition • TEXTBOOK6th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
Cognitive PsychologyMotivation
A Student's HandbookBiological, Psychological, and Environmental

Michael W. Eysenck, Royal Holloway, University of London,
UK and Mark T. Keane, University College Dublin, Ireland
The fully updated eighth edition of Cognitive Psychology: A
Student’s Handbook provides comprehensive yet accessible
coverage of all the key areas in the field ranging from visual
perception and attention, through to memory and language.
Each chapter is complete with key definitions, practical real-life
applications, chapter summaries and suggested further reading
to help students develop an understanding of this fascinating
but complex field.

Psychology Press
Market: Cognitive Psychology
March 2020: 980pp
Hb: 978-1-138-48221-0: $160.00

Lambert Deckers, Ball State University, USA
This textbook provides a complete overview of motivation and
emotion, using an overarching organizational scheme of how
biological, psychological, and environmental sources become
motivation—the inducement of behavior, feelings, and
cognition. It combines classic studies with current research and
uses numerous real-world examples to engage students and
make often-difficult theoretical concepts come to life. By
understanding and applying the principles of motivation
described in the text, students will not only discover insights
into what motivates their own behavior but also how to instigate
self-change.

Routledge
Market: Motivation
March 2022: 450pp Pb: 978-1-138-48223-4: $59.95
Hb: 978-1-032-06518-2: $325.00 eBook: 978-1-351-05851-3
Pb: 978-1-032-06519-9: $190.00 Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-848-72416-7
eBook: 978-1-003-20264-6 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138482234
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-03633-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032065199

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK6th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
Human MemoryThought and Knowledge

Gabriel A. Radvansky, University of Notre Dame, USA
Divided into three clear sections, this book provides an accessible
introduction to the latest theory and theory on human memory.
Beginning with coverage of the history of memory, the first
section also introduces basic neuroscience and methodology.
Core topics are then discussed, including sensory registers,
mechanisms of forgetting, and short-term/working,
nondeclarative, episodic, and semantic memory. The book
concludes by looking at advanced topics in memory, such as
formal models of memory, memory for space and time,
autobiographical memory, memory and reality, and more. Full
of student-friendly pedagogy, the book is an essential guide for

all students of human memory.

An Introduction to Critical Thinking
Diane F. Halpern, Claremont McKenna College, USA and
Dana S. Dunn, Moravian College, USA
Thought and Knowledge applies theory and research from the
learning sciences to teach students the critical thinking skills
that they need to succeed in today’s world. The text is grounded
in psychological science and brought to life through humorous
and engaging language and numerous practical and real-world
examples and anecdotes. Critical thinking skills are presented
in every chapter, empowering students to learn more efficiently,
research more productively, and present logical, critical, and
informed arguments. The skills are reviewed at the end of the
chapter, and a complete list of skills with definitions and

examples are included in the appendix. Routledge
Market: Cognitive Psychology
March 2021: 674ppRoutledge

Market: Critical Thinking Hb: 978-0-367-25291-5: $180.00
September 2022: 488pp Pb: 978-0-367-25292-2: $105.00
Hb: 978-1-138-65516-4: $250.00 eBook: 978-0-429-28703-9
Pb: 978-1-138-65517-1: $94.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367252922
eBook: 978-1-003-02541-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-848-72629-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138655171
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER4th Edition • TEXTBOOK
Thinking VisuallyThe Student's Guide to Cognitive Neuroscience

Stephen K. Reed
This book documents the many ways pictures, visual images,
and spatial metaphors influence our thinking. The book discusses
recent empirical, theoretical, and applied contributions that
support the view that visual thinking occurs not only where we
expect to find it, but also where we do not. Much of
comprehending language, for instance, depends on visual
simulations of words or on spatial metaphors that provide a
foundation for conceptual understanding. It will be an essential
read for all students and researchers interested in Visual Thinking.

Psychology Press

Jamie Ward, University of Sussex, UK
Reflecting recent changes in the way cognition and the brain
are studied, this thoroughly updated fourth edition of this
bestselling textbook provides a comprehensive and
student-friendly guide to cognitive neuroscience. This book will
be invaluable as a core text for undergraduate modules in
cognitive neuroscience and can also be used as a key text on
courses in cognition, cognitive neuropsychology, biopsychology
or brain and behavior. New material for this edition
includes more on the impact of genetics on cognition and new
coverage of the cutting-edge field of connectomics.
Student-friendly pedagogy is included in every chapter,
alongside an extensive companion website.

Market: Cognitive Psychology
Routledge
Market: Cognitive Neuroscience
December 2019: 538pp
Hb: 978-1-138-49052-9: $170.00

September 2021: 214pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86034-9: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-10025-8: $54.95
eBook: 978-1-003-21325-3

Pb: 978-1-138-49054-3: $64.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032100258
eBook: 978-1-351-03518-7
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-848-72272-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138490543

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER4th Edition • TEXTBOOK
Straight ChoicesAn Introduction to Cognitive Psychology
The Psychology of Decision MakingProcesses and Disorders

Ben R. Newell, University of New South Wales, Australia,
David A. Lagnado, University College London, UK and David
R. Shanks, University College London, UK
Straight Choices provides a fascinating introduction to the
psychology of decision making, enhanced by discussion of
relevant examples of decision problems faced in everyday life.

Psychology Press

David Groome, (retd.) University of Westminster, London.
The new editionprovides a comprehensive, yet accessible,
overview of the field for undergraduate students. The fourth
edition has been thoroughly revised throughout to provide a
comprehensive introduction to the core topics of cognition,
including memory, perception, thinking, and language. Uniquely,
alongside coverage of normal cognitive function, the book also
includes chapters on clinical disorders such as agnosia, amnesia,
and aphasia, providing a more balanced insight into the nature
of cognition and its related disorders. This book will appeal to
all students on an undergraduate psychology degree course, as
well as to those studying in related clinical professions.

Routledge
Market: Cognitive Psychology
August 2021: 444pp
Hb: 978-1-138-49667-5: $160.00

Market: Cognitive Psychology
June 2022: 360pp
Hb: 978-1-032-26781-4: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-26784-5: $52.95Pb: 978-1-138-49669-9: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-003-28989-0eBook: 978-1-351-02086-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032267845Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-848-72092-3

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138496699

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Adaptive Learning and the Human ConditionFundamentals of Cognitive Science
Behavior Modification and the Helping ProfessionsMinds, Brain, Magic, and Evolution

Jeffrey C. Levy, Seton Hall University, USA
This book provides a coherent and comprehensive introduction
to the basic principles of classical (Pavlovian) and instrumental
(Skinnerian) conditioning. This edition has been thoroughly
updated throughout, relating adaptive learning principles to
clinical applications as well as non-traditional topics such as
parenting, moral development, and the helping professions.
The book showcases how an adaptive learning strategy can be
practical, diagnostic, and prescriptive, making this an essential
companion for psychology students and those enrolled in
programs in professional schools and helping professions
including psychiatry, special education, health psychology, and

physical therapy.

Thomas Hardy Leahey
Fundamentals of Cognitive Science draws on research from
psychology, philosophy, artificial intelligence, linguistics,
evolution, and neuroscience to provide an engaging and
student-friendly introduction to this interdisciplinary field. Whilst
structured around traditional cognitive psychology topics, the
book also looks at cognitive neuroscience, embodied cognition,
and magic to illustrate cognitive science principles. Using
extended case studies to address the most important themes,
this book is suitable for upper level undergraduate and graduate
courses in psychology and related fields. Please visit
www.fundamentalsofcognitivescience.com for further resources.

Routledge
Market: Cognitive Science
July 2022: 398pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33915-9: $160.00

Routledge
Market: Learning
September 2021: 404pp

Pb: 978-0-367-33916-6: $59.95 Hb: 978-0-367-36680-3: $160.00
eBook: 978-0-429-32282-2 Pb: 978-0-367-36682-7: $59.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367339166 eBook: 978-1-003-18796-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367366827

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Cognitive EvolutionEmotion and Cognition
From Single Cells to the Human MindAn Introduction

David B. Boles, University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa, USA
Cognitive Evolution provides an in-depth exploration of the
natural history of cognition, from the beginning of life on Earth
to present-day humans. Drawing together evolutionary,
comparative, and neuroscience research, the book brings a
unique cognitive perspective to evolutionary psychology.

Cognitive Evolution is a comprehensive, essential read for
advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students of
cognitive and evolutionary psychology. Researchers will find it
a useful and insightful synthesis of the field, yet even the curious
public will find in it much that is surprising and enlightening.

Routledge

Patrick Lemaire, CNRS & Aix-Marseille Université, France
This book provides a complete and integrated assessment of
the role of emotions in a wide variety of cognitive functions.
Including both empirical and theoretical works and debates,
this book presents the results of research aimed at understanding
how our emotions influence cognitive performance in as diverse
areas as attention, memory, judgment, decision-making or
reasoning, and emotional regulation.

Emotion and Cognition is a valuable source for all undergraduate
and graduate students in the disciplines of cognitive and
affective sciences, as well as for experts in the field.

Routledge Market: Cognitive Psychology
Market: Emotion July 2022: 396pp
December 2021: 318pp Hb: 978-0-367-68507-2: $160.00
Hb: 978-1-032-13839-8: $160.00 Pb: 978-0-367-67955-2: $54.95
Pb: 978-1-032-13838-1: $49.95 eBook: 978-1-003-13786-3
eBook: 978-1-003-23102-8 Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-367-02855-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032138381 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367679552

TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Introduction to Transpersonal PsychologyThe Creative Process
Bridging Spirit and ScienceStories from the Arts and Sciences

Paul F. Cunningham, Ph.D.
Introduction to Transpersonal Psychology: Bridging Spirit and Science
provides an accessible and engaging introduction to this
complex and evolving field. Adopting a modular approach, the
book systematically relates key themes of transpersonal
psychology to three major areas within psychology: General
psychology, experimental psychology, and clinical psychology.
Accompanied by an online instructor’s manual, this book will
be an essential companion for all students of Transpersonal or
Humanistic Psychology, or those interested in applying
transpersonal ideas to mainstream psychological research.

Routledge

Charlotte L. Doyle
The Creative Process asks how celebrated works of art and
breakthroughs in science came to be. What was the first inkling?
What were the steps and missteps along the way? How was the
process experienced by the creative person as it proceeded?
And what are the implications for the psychology of the creative
process? From Darwin’s theoryto an unusual jazz sound, here
are 11 fascinating stories of how specific works took shape.
Psychologists, students interested in creativity, and all those
intrigued by the process from any creative field will find this
book essential reading.

Routledge
Market: Creativity
December 2021: 188pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85605-2: $160.00

Market: Cognitive Psychology
December 2021: 356pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05113-0: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05109-3: $64.95

Pb: 978-0-367-85602-1: $54.95 eBook: 978-1-003-19606-8
eBook: 978-1-003-01386-0 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032051093
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856021

TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Applied Behavior Science in OrganizationsThe Evolution of Human Cleverness
Consilience of Historical and Emerging Trends in Organizational
Behavior Management

Richard Hallam
The book comprises a series of mini-essays on distinct topics in
which technical terms are simplified, considering how humans
made the long journey from our ape-like ancestors to become
capable of higher-level reasoning and problem solving.

Routledge

Edited by Ramona A. Houmanfar, University of Nevada,
USA, Mitch Fryling and Mark P. Alavosius
Series: Behavior Science
Applied Behavior Science in Organizations provides a compelling
overview of the history of organizational behavior management
(OBM) and the opportunity it presents for designing and
managing positive work environments that can in turn have a
positive impact on society.

Showcasing emerging work by internationally recognized
scholars on the application of behavior science in organizations,
the book will be an essential read for all students and
professionals of Organizational Behavior Management, as well

Market: Cognitive Evolution
May 2022: 268pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76099-1: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-76103-5: $42.95 as those interested in using organizational applications to create new models of

management.eBook: 978-1-003-16550-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367761035

Routledge
Market: Behavior Analysis
September 2021: 334pp
Hb: 978-1-032-05735-4: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-05734-7: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-003-19894-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032057347
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Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
Visual MemoryIntroduction to Ecological Psychology

Edited by Timothy F. Brady and Wilma A. Bainbridge
Series: Frontiers of Cognitive Psychology
Featuring contributions from world-leading researchers, this
book explores the relationship between visual perception and
memory. It bridges the traditionally separate fields of vision
science and recognition memory and deals with an
interdisciplinary set of perspectives combining research in
psychology, neuroscience, and artificial intelligence. Visual
Memory is an essential read for all students and researchers of
memory and visual perception. It will also be useful for
researchers and students in related fields including
human-computer interaction, data visualization, cognitive
science, and cognitive enhancement.

A Lawful Approach to Perceiving, Acting, and Cognizing
Julia J. C. Blau, Central Connecticut State University and
Jeffrey B. Wagman, Illinois State University, USA
Series: Resources for Ecological Psychology Series
Introduction to Ecological Psychology is a highly accessible book
that offers an overview of the fundamental theoretical
foundations of Ecological Psychology. The authors, Julia Blau
and Jeffrey Wagman, provide a broad coverage of the topic,
including discussion of perception-action as well as
development, cognition, social interaction, and application to
real world problems.

This book is an essential guide to the basics for students and
professionals in Ecological Psychology, Sensation and Perception,

RoutledgeCognition, and Development. It is also indispensable reading for anyone interested in
Ecological and Developmental Studies.

Market: MEMORY
March 2022: 380pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74488-5: $250.00Routledge
Pb: 978-0-367-74487-8: $54.95Market: Cognitive Psychology
eBook: 978-1-003-15813-4July 2022: 352pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367744878Hb: 978-0-367-70327-1: $160.00

Pb: 978-0-367-70324-0: $89.95
eBook: 978-1-003-14569-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367703240

STUDENT REFERENCEDummy text to keep placeholder
Cognitive PsychologyAffective Gibsonian Psychology
The BasicsRob Withagen

Series: Resources for Ecological Psychology Series
Affective Gibsonian Psychology presents the first comprehensive
ecological approach to our affective engagement with the
environment, drawing on James Gibson’s new foundation of
psychology.

This book is intended to contribute to the ecological movement
in psychology and is of interest to scholars working in the fields
of Gibsonian psychology, affective science, phenomenology,
clinical psychology, and (radical) embodied cognitive science.

Routledge

Sandie Taylor, University of South Wales, UK and Lance
Workman
Series: The Basics
Cognitive Psychology: The Basics provides a compact introduction
to the core topics in the field, discussing the science behind the
everyday cognitive phenomena experienced by us all. The book
considers laboratory and applied theory and research alongside
technological developments to demonstrate how our
understanding of the brain’s role in cognition is improving all
the time.

It is an essential introductory text suitable for all students of
Cognitive Psychology and related disciplines. It will also be an

ideal read for any reader interested in the role of the brain in human behavior.Market: Ecological Psychology
May 2022: 146pp

Routledge
Market: Cognitive Psychology
September 2021: 306pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85686-1: $160.00

Hb: 978-1-032-08119-9: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-08117-5: $46.95
eBook: 978-1-003-21303-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032081175

Pb: 978-0-367-85685-4: $24.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01435-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856854

STUDENT REFERENCE3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
AI vs HumansCognitive Illusions

Michael W. Eysenck, Emeritus Professor of Psychology in
the psychology department at Royal Holloway University
of London, UK and Christine Eysenck
The great majority of books on artificial intelligence are written
by AI experts who understandably focus on its achievements
and potential transformative effects on society. In contrast, AI
vs. Humans is written by two psychologists (Michael and Christine
Eysenck) whose perspective on AI (including robotics) is based
on their knowledge and understanding of human cognition. At
a time when human commitment to AI appears unstoppable,
this up-to-date book advocates a symbiotic and co-operative
relationship between humans and AI. It will be essential reading
for anyone interested in AI and human cognition.

Intriguing Phenomena in Thinking, Judgment, and Memory
Edited by Rüdiger F Pohl, University of Mannheim, Germany
Cognitive Illusions explores a wide range of fascinating
psychological effects in the way we think, judge and remember
in our everyday lives. In this volume, Rüdiger F. Pohl brings
together leading international researchers to define what
cognitive illusions are and discuss their theoretical status: are
such illusions proof of a faulty human information-processing
system, or do they only represent by-products of otherwise
adaptive cognitive mechanisms? Demonstrating just how diverse
cognitive illusions can be, it is a must read for all students and
researchers of cognitive illusions, specifically, those focusing on
thinking, reasoning, decision-making and memory.

Routledge
Routledge Market: Psychology and AI
Market: Cognitive Psychology December 2021: 362pp
March 2022: 490pp Hb: 978-0-367-75493-8: $160.00
Hb: 978-0-367-72425-2: $160.00 Pb: 978-0-367-75495-2: $26.95
Pb: 978-0-367-72424-5: $56.95 eBook: 978-1-003-16269-8
eBook: 978-1-003-15473-0 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367754952
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-90342-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367724245
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2nd Edition • NEW EDITIONSTUDENT REFERENCE
Analysis of Neurogenic Disordered Discourse
Production

Music Cognition: The Basics
Henkjan Honing
Series: The Basics
Why do people attach importance to the wordless language we
call music? Music Cognition: The Basics considers the role of our
cognitive functions such as perception, memory, attention, and
expectation in perceiving, making, and appreciating music. The
scope of the topics discussed ranges from the ability of
newborns to perceive a beat, to the unexpected musical
expertise of ordinary listeners. It is a must read for anyone
studying the Psychology of Music, Auditory Perception, or simply
interested in why we enjoy music the way we do.

Routledge

Theories, Assessment and Treatment
Anthony Pak-Hin Kong, University of Central Florida, USA
Analysis of discourse production among speakers with acquired
communication disorders is an important and necessary clinical
procedure. This book provides a comprehensive review and
discussion of aphasia and its related disorders, their
corresponding clinical discourse symptoms that
speech-language pathologists should address, and the different
methods of discourse elicitation that are clinically- and
research-oriented. As the only introductory text to include
comprehensive coverage of basic knowledge of neurogenic
disordered discourse, it is a must-read for students, clinicians,
and researchers in various fields.

Market: Psychology of Music
September 2021: 182pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74526-4: $160.00 Routledge
Pb: 978-0-367-74500-4: $22.95 Market: Language Disorders
eBook: 978-1-003-15830-1 March 2022: 382pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367745004 Hb: 978-1-032-18484-5: $160.00

Pb: 978-1-032-18482-1: $62.95
eBook: 978-1-003-25477-5
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-85359-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032184821

TEXTBOOK • READERSTUDENT REFERENCE
An Introduction to Applied Behavioral NeuroscienceThe Psychology of Comedy
Biological Psychology in Everyday LifeG Neil Martin

Series: The Psychology of Everything
This book provides a unique insight into the role of laughter and
humour in our lives. From the mechanics of comedy and what
makes a good joke, to the health benefits of laughter, the book
delves into different types of comedy, from slapstick to complex
puns, and the physiological response it provokes. The dark side
of comedy is also considered, confronting the idea that what is
funny to some can be offensive to others, making this universal
experience also highly subjective.

In a time when comedy continues to be one of the most popular
and enduring forms of art, The Psychology of Comedy reminds us
that laughter really is good for the soul.

Laura A. Freberg
An Introduction to Applied Behavioral Neuroscience explores the
connection between neuroscience and multiple domains
including psychological disorders, forensics, education, consumer
behavior, economics, leadership, health, and robotics and
artificial intelligence.

It is a must-read for all advanced undergraduate and
postgraduate students in biological psychology, neuroscience
and clinical psychology who want to know what neuroscience
can really do to address real-world problems.

Routledge
Market: Behavioral Neuroscience / Biological Psychology
May 2022: 282pp
Hb: 978-1-032-04928-1: $160.00

Routledge
Market: Psychology
August 2021: 194pp
Hb: 978-0-367-36610-0: $160.00 Pb: 978-1-032-04930-4: $69.95
Pb: 978-0-367-36609-4: $14.95 eBook: 978-1-003-19521-4
eBook: 978-0-429-34726-9 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032049304
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367366094

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
A Programing Contingency Analysis of Mental
Health

The Brain-Friendly Museum
Using Psychology and Neuroscience to Improve the Visitor Experience

Edited by Annalisa Banzi, University of Milano-Bicocca, Italy
The Brain-Friendly Museum proposes an innovative approach
to experiencing and enjoying the museum environment in new
ways, based on the systematic application of cognitive
psychology and neuroscience.

It explores our universal cognitive processes and emotions, and
how they can be used to engage with and enjoy the museum
environment, regardless of the visitor’s background, language
or culture. The book considers core cognitive processes,
including memory, attention, and perception, and how they can
successfully be applied to the museum environment, for
example, in creating more effective displays.

Israel Goldiamond
Series: Behavior Science
This book presents Dr. Israel Goldiamond’s reflections on various
ways we formulate behavioral and emotional problems, most
often in traditional terms of mental health disorders, mental
diseases or illnesses, psychopathological disorders, and so on –
what he calls a pathological orientation. Here, Goldiamond
argues for a groundbreaking alternative view from the vantage
point of radical behaviorism. It will be a must read for anyone
working in the analysis and clinical intervention in problems
associated with mental health, or those more generally interested
in the work of Israel Goldiamond.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Psychology / Museum Studies Market: Behavior Analysis
October 2022: 184pp April 2022: 92pp
Hb: 978-1-032-30330-7: $160.00 Hb: 978-1-032-19623-7: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-30329-1: $46.95 Pb: 978-1-032-19622-0: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-003-30453-1 eBook: 978-1-003-26010-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032303291 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032196220
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition
Handbook of Operant BehaviorThe Déjà Vu Experience

Edited by Werner K. Honig, Dalhousie University and J. E.
R. Staddon
Series: Psychology Press & Routledge Classic Editions
This classic edition of The Handbook of Operant Behavior
presents seminal work in the field of learning and behavior,
foreshadowing a new direction for learning research and raising
many still unanswered questions.

In a newly written introduction, J. E. R. Staddon highlights several
issues that deserve more attention: how language is learned,
and syntax evolves, how animals choose, and a new paradigm
for the study of learning in general. The book will be essential

Anne M. Cleary and Alan S. Brown, Southern Methodist
University, Texas, USA
Series: Essays in Cognitive Psychology
The second edition covers the latest scientific discoveries
that shed light on the mysterious phenomenon, considering
the latest neurophysiological investigations and research on
possible reasons why déjà vu is often associated with a sense
of predicting the future or knowing what happens next. By
placing the scientific study of déjà vu within its historical context
and covering a broad range of perspectives on the subject, this
title will be invaluable to upper level undergraduates,
postgraduates and researchers of Cognitive Psychology,

specifically those focusing on Memory Phenomena.
reading for all students and researchers of Learning and Behavior, encouraging researchers
to revisit some of the fascinating behavioral questions raised by the original book.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Cognitive Psychology Market: Behaviorism
July 2021: 290pp February 2022: 710pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27319-4: $160.00 Hb: 978-1-032-18864-5: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-27320-0: $59.95 Pb: 978-1-032-18863-8: $89.95
eBook: 978-0-429-29611-6 eBook: 978-1-003-25667-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-00601-0 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032188638
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367273200

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Faith Through the Prism of PsychologyBilingualism Across the Lifespan
A New Framework for ExistentialismOpportunities and Challenges for Cognitive Research in a Global Society

Eugene Subbotsky
Faith Through the Prism of Psychology introduces readers to the
structure and function of the inherent ability of our Self to invest
objects with reality – existentialization (EXON). The author moves
away from traditional ideas of existence and faith, arguing that
it is an inherent ability of an individual mind to invest entities
(both objective and subjective) with reality.

It will be essential reading for anyone interested in existence
from psychology, philosophy, theology or psychotherapy
backgrounds.

Routledge

Edited by Wendy S. Francis, University of Texas at El Paso,
USA
Series: Frontiers of Cognitive Psychology
This book explores the opportunities and challenges that are
inherent in conducting cognitive research in an increasingly
global and multilingual society. It illustrates how researchers of
bilingualism leverage theory, methodology, and findings from
single-language research, incorporate uniquely bilingual
processes, and target populations of bilinguals that help to
establish universal properties. Bringing together leading
international contributors, the book provides the reader with a
better understanding of the nature of bilingualism as it relates

to human cognition and is an essential read for all researchers and upper level students of
bilingualism and cognitive psychology. Market: Consciousness

December 2021: 172pp
Routledge Hb: 978-1-032-11358-6: $160.00
Market: Cognitive Psychology Pb: 978-1-032-11357-9: $46.95
June 2021: 196pp eBook: 978-1-003-21952-1
Hb: 978-1-138-50080-8: $160.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032113579
Pb: 978-1-138-50082-2: $52.95
eBook: 978-1-315-14399-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138500822

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Psychology and Cognitive ArchaeologyBrain Laterality
An Interdisciplinary Approach to the Study of the Human MindUp, Right, Forward

Edited by Tracy B. Henley, Texas A&M University, USA and
Matt J. Rossano
Psychology and Cognitive Archaeology demonstrates the potential
of using cognitive archaeology framing to explore key issues in
contemporary psychology and other behavioral sciences.

This book will be an illuminating read for students and scholars
of psychology (particularly theoretical, social, cognitive and
evolutionary psychology), as well as philosophy, archaeology,
and anthropology.

Routledge
Market: Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
November 2021: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52050-2: $160.00

Kenneth M. Heilman
Brain Laterality answers one of the major questions we ask
ourselves every day: where? The book provides a thematic,
comprehensive overview of the brain mechanisms that influence
whether we go to the left or right, on which side we stand, and
which hand we use.

Featuring anecdotes from the author's own illustrious research
and clinical career, this book is a must-read for psychology
students, neuropsychologists, neurologists, and anyone
interested in the brain's role in handedness, directional
movement, intention, action, and posturing.

Routledge
Market: Brain Laterality
October 2021: 104pp
Hb: 978-1-032-07392-7: $160.00

Pb: 978-0-367-51653-6: $54.95Pb: 978-1-032-07391-0: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05614-0eBook: 978-1-003-20668-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367516536* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032073910
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5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Women's LivesPsychology for Sustainability
A Psychological ExplorationBritain A. Scott, University of St Thomas, Minnesota, USA,

Elise L. Amel, University of St Thomas, Minnesota, USA,
Susan M. Koger and Christie M. Manning, Macalester
College, Minnesota, USA
Psychology for Sustainability applies psychological science to
so-called "environmental" problems that manifest when human
behavior disrupts and degrades natural systems. This edition
represents a substantial revision and expansion spurred by a
burgeoning body of research and by global ecological, political,
and social developments. Particular attention is paid to
environmental justice and collective action for systems change.
Timely topics include climate change, biodiversity loss,

Claire A. Etaugh, Bradley University, USA and Judith S.
Bridges, University of Connecticut at Hartford, USA, Emerita
Women’s Lives integrates the most current research and social
issues to explore the psychological diversity of girls and women
varying in age, ethnicity, social class, nationality, immigrant
experience, sexual orientation, gender identity, ableness and
body size and shape. The text embeds a lifespan perspective
within each topical chapter and has an intersectional approach
that integrates women’s diverse identities. It includes rich
coverage of women with disabilities and on middle-aged and
older women throughout. Taking a deeper transnational focus,
it also examines the impact of social, cultural, and economic

factors in shaping women’s lives around the world.

environmental racism, Indigenous perspectives, social media, and Covid-19 and other
pandemics.

Routledge
Market: Environmental Psychology
April 2021: 448pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48068-4: $200.00

Routledge
Market: Psychology of Women
October 2022: 488pp
Hb: 978-1-032-13853-4: $210.00

Pb: 978-0-367-48069-1: $89.95 Pb: 978-1-032-13854-1: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-03783-5 eBook: 978-1-003-23113-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-848-72580-5 Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-65669-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367480691 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032138541

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Multicultural PsychologyIntroduction to Political Psychology

Gordon C. Nagayama Hall, University of Oregon, USA
The new edition of this bestselling textbook, Multicultural
Psychology, helps students gain an understanding of how race,
ethnicity, and culture shape their beliefs and behavior as well
as those of people around them. Giving a voice to people
underrepresented in psychology and society, this book
introduces multicultural research in biological, developmental,
social, and clinical psychology.

This book is ideal for a course on Multicultural Psychology and
a must read for all psychology students as well for everyone
interested in multiculturalism. It is accompanied by a full,
updated set of resources for students and lecturers.

Martha L. Cottam, Washington State University, Elena
Mastors, Washington State University, USA, Thomas Preston,
Washington State University and Beth Dietz, Miami
University
This comprehensive text explores the psychological origins of
political behavior and introduces undergraduate students to a
broad range of theories, concepts, and case studies of political
activity to illustrate that behavior. It examines many patterns of
political behaviors, including leadership, group behavior, voting,
media effects, sex and gender, race, ethnicity, nationalism, social
movements, terrorism, war, and genocide. New to this edition
is coverage of the 2016 and 2020 US elections, conspiracy

theories, misniformation, fake news, Brexit, the Me Too movement, the Black Lives Matter
movement, COVID-19, and global case studies including the Syrian crisis and North Korea.

Routledge
Market: Cultural Psychology
November 2022: 328ppRoutledge
Hb: 978-1-032-02833-0: $220.00Market: Political Psychology
Pb: 978-1-032-02834-7: $120.00May 2022: 598pp
eBook: 978-1-003-18542-0Hb: 978-0-367-20000-8: $200.00
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-65979-7Pb: 978-0-367-20001-5: $79.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032028347eBook: 978-0-429-24464-3

Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-848-72672-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367200015

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
The Student's Guide to Social NeurosciencePsychology of Prejudice and Discrimination

Jamie Ward, University of Sussex, UK
This engaging and cutting-edge text provides an accessible
introduction to the complex methods and concepts of social
neuroscience, with examples from contemporary research and
a blend of different pedagogical features helping students to
engage with the material, including essay questions, summary
and key points, further reading suggestions, and links to online
resources.

Richly illustrated in attractive full-color, with figures, boxes, and
‘real-world’ implications of research, this text is the ideal
introduction to the field for both undergraduate and
postgraduate students in fields such as psychology and

neuroscience.

Mary E. Kite, Ball State University, USA, Bernard E. Whitley,
Jr., Ball State University and Lisa S. Wagner
Psychology of Prejudice and Discrimination provides a
comprehensive and compelling overview of what psychological
theory and research have to say about the nature, causes, and
reduction of prejudice and discrimination. It balances a detailed
discussion of theories and selected research with applied
examples that ensure the material is relevant to students.

The theme of discrimination is developed via discussions of the
nature of discrimination, the experience of discrimination, and
specific forms of discrimination, including gender, gender
identity, sexual orientation, age, ability, and appearance. The

concluding theme is the reduction of prejudice.
Psychology Press
Market: Social Neuroscience
September 2022: 504pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52392-3: $160.00

Routledge
Market: Social Psychology
July 2022: 734pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40814-5: $325.00

Pb: 978-0-367-52391-6: $62.95Pb: 978-0-367-40817-6: $125.00
eBook: 978-1-003-05769-7eBook: 978-0-367-80921-8
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-90862-8Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-94754-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367523916* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367408176
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2nd Edition2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK
Psychology and Behavioral EconomicsThe New Psychology of Leadership
Applications for Public PolicyIdentity, Influence and Power

Edited by Kai Ruggeri
This book offers an expert introduction to how psychology can
be applied to a range of public policy areas. It examines the
impact of psychological research for public policy making in
economic, financial and consumer sectors, in education,
healthcare and at workplace, for energy and the environment,
and in communications. This is the perfect textbook for students
of psychology, economics, public health, education, and
organizational sciences, as well as public policy professionals
looking for fresh insight into the underlying theory and practical
applications in a range of public policy areas.

Routledge

S. Alexander Haslam, University of Exeter, UK, Stephen D.
Reicher, University of St Andrews, UK and Michael J. Platow,
The Australian National University, Australia
The result of over two decades of research inspired by social
identity and self-categorization theories, this book is the perfect
introduction to new theoretical and scienctific insights into
leadership being produced by social psychology. The authors
explore the nature of group identity, the basis of authority and
legitimacy, the dynamics of justice and fairness, the determinants
of followership and charisma, and the practice and politics of
leadership. Written in an accessible and engaging style, the book
is suitable for students on courses including social psychology,

organizational psychology, business and management, sociology, economics, and leadership
studies.

Market: Applied Psychology/ Public Policy
September 2021: 408pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02105-8: $160.00Routledge

Market: Social Psychology
July 2020: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36380-4: $160.00

Pb: 978-1-032-00540-9: $46.95
eBook: 978-1-003-18187-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-48423-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032005409Pb: 978-0-815-36382-8: $38.95

eBook: 978-1-351-10823-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-841-69610-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815363828

TEXTBOOK • READER3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Understanding Media PsychologyThe Social Psychology of Aggression

Gayle S. Stever, David C. Giles, J. David Cohen and Mary
E. Myers
Understanding Media Psychology is the perfect introductory
textbook to the growing field of media psychology and its
importance in society, summarizing key concepts and theories
to provide an overview of topics in the field. Containing a range
of pedagogical features are present throughout to aid teaching
and student learning, including vocabulary and key terms,
discussion questions, and boxed examples, this is an essential
resource for media psychology courses at undergraduate and
introductory master’s level globally.

Routledge
Market: Media Psychology
September 2021: 340pp
Hb: 978-0-367-51896-7: $160.00

3rd Edition
Barbara Krahé, University of Potsdam, Germany
This book offers a comprehensive introduction to the social
psychology of aggression, covering the major theories, situational
factors, and applied contexts it is relevant to. It addresses a range
of sub-topics, including the individual and situational factors
that cause or precipitate aggression, and the different forms of
aggressive behaviour in a wide range of social domains. The
new edition will be updated to include additional coverage of
gender differences and terrorism, to reflect the latest research
developments in the field. This is essential reading for students
and researchers in psychology and related disciplines, as well
as practitioners such as policy makers.

Routledge
Market: Social Psychology
October 2020: 528pp
Hb: 978-1-138-60850-4: $160.00

Pb: 978-0-367-51897-4: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05564-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367518974Pb: 978-1-138-60852-8: $54.95

eBook: 978-0-429-46649-6
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-841-69875-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138608528

7th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Skilled Interpersonal CommunicationThe Psychology of Advertising
Research, Theory and PracticeBob M Fennis, Professor, University of Groningen,

Netherlands and Wolfgang Stroebe, Emeritus Professor,
Utrecht University, Netherlands
The Psychology of Advertising offers a comprehensive
exploration of theory and research in (consumer) psychology
on how advertising impacts the thoughts, emotions, and actions
of consumers. It links psychological theories and empirical
research findings to real-life industry examples, showing how
scientific research can inform marketing practice.

Including a glossary of key concepts, updated examples, and
illustrations, this is a unique and invaluable resource for advanced
undergraduate and graduate students and instructors. Suitable

for psychology, advertising, marketing, and media courses.

Owen Hargie
Established as the foremost textbook on communication, the
seventh edition of Owen Hargie’s Skilled Interpersonal
Communication is thoroughly revised and updated with the
latest research findings, theoretical developments and
applications. Written by one of the foremost international experts
in the field, this is essential reading for students of interpersonal
communication in general, and to qualified personnel and
trainees in many fields.

Routledge
Routledge Market: Social Psychology / Interpersonal Processes and Communication
Market: Psychology/Advertising November 2021: 678pp
October 2020: 478pp Hb: 978-1-032-02185-0: $160.00
Hb: 978-0-367-34635-5: $160.00 Pb: 978-1-032-00878-3: $59.95
Pb: 978-0-367-34639-3: $56.95 eBook: 978-1-003-18226-9
eBook: 978-0-429-32698-1 Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-82377-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367346393 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032008783
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Psychology of EatingIndividual-Based Models of Cultural Evolution
From Biology to Culture to PolicyA Step-by-Step Guide Using R

Emily Splane, Flagler College, Florida, USA, Neil Rowland,
University of Florida, USA and Anaya Mitra
This text provides a multi-faceted introduction to the psychology
of eating, looking at the biological, genetic, developmental
and social determinants of how the human body is constructed
to find and assimilate food. It juxtaposes normal eating, eating
in environments of food scarcity, and the phenomenon of
abnormal eating prevalent in many modern day developed
societies. It also considers the role of business and government
in creating eating cultures and potentially addressing the issue
of abnormal eating. This is essential reading for undergraduate
courses in Psychology and other disciplines with a holistic and
critical thinking approach to the psychology of food intake.

Alberto Acerbi, Alex Mesoudi and Marco Smolla
Individual-Based Models of Cultural Evolution shows readers how
to create individual-based models of cultural evolution using
the programming language R. The field of cultural evolution has
emerged in the last few decades as a thriving, interdisciplinary
effort to understand cultural change and cultural diversity within
an evolutionary framework and using evolutionary tools,
concepts and methods. This is an essential resource for
researchers and students interested in cultural evolution, from
disciplines including psychology, anthropology, archaeology,
and biology as well as sociology and digital humanities.

Routledge
Market: Programming / Cultural Evolution
July 2022: 222pp Routledge

Market: Psychology
November 2019: 252pp
Hb: 978-0-367-26324-9: $140.00

Hb: 978-1-032-25207-0: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-25206-3: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-003-28206-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032252063 Pb: 978-0-367-26326-3: $56.95

eBook: 978-0-367-81485-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367263263

TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
The Field Study in Social PsychologySocial Psychology
How to Conduct Research Outside of a Laboratory Setting?Exploring the Dynamics of Human Experience

Tomasz Grzyb and Dariusz Dolinski
Series: Research Methods in Social Psychology
This unique book offers a comprehensive introduction to field
studies as a research method in social psychology,
demonstrating that field studies are an important element of
contemporary social psychology and encourages its usage in a
methodologically correct and ethical manner. This is an essential
reading for graduate and undergraduate students and academics
in social psychology taking courses on methodology, and
researchers looking to use field study methods in their research.

Routledge

Robin R. Vallacher, Florida Atlantic University
This textbook provides an integrative and cumulative framework
to provide students with a rich and engaging account of the
human social experience. It shows how the field’s dizzying, and
highly fragmented, array of topics, models, theories and
paradigms can be best understood through a coherent
conceptual narrative in which topics are presented in careful
sequence, with each chapter building on what has already been
learned while providing the groundwork for understanding what
follows in the next chapter. Covering an enormous range of
topics from self-concept to interpersonal relationships, this

comprehensive textbook is essential reading for any student of Social Psychology.

Routledge
Market: Social Psychology
September 2019: 530pp
Hb: 978-0-815-38289-8: $250.00

Market: Psychology Research Methods
September 2021: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63644-9: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55556-6: $46.95

Pb: 978-0-815-38290-4: $64.95 eBook: 978-1-003-09299-5
eBook: 978-1-351-20739-3 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367555566
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815382904

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Body ImagePsychology of Music
Understanding Body Dissatisfaction in Men, Women and ChildrenFrom Sound to Significance

Sarah Grogan, Department of Psychology, Faculty of Health,
Psychology & Social Care, Manchester Metropolitan
University, UK
Fully revised and updated, Body Image 4

th
 Edition provides a

comprehensive summary of research on body image in men,
women, and children drawing together research findings from
the fields of psychology, sociology, and gender studies. The only
sole-authored text in the field, and integrating work from several
disciplines, this is essential reading for students and researchers
in psychology, sociology, computing science, sport and exercise
science, and gender studies, with an interest in reducing body
dissatisfaction in men, women and children.

Siu-Lan Tan, Dept Kalamazoo College, USA, Peter
Pfordresher, University at Buffalo, SUNY, USA and Rom Harré
This thoroughly revised new edition of The Psychology of Music
combines a comprehensive summary with critical assessments
of existing research. The contents range from basic-level
perception to broader socio-cultural issues, capturing the
interdisciplinary breadth of the field while covering the central
topics in depth. For the new edition, the authors have expanded
coverage to include non-classical forms of music, added more
real-world connections, and included a new chapter on practical
applications. The text will be invaluable to students in the area
and anyone else interested in the psychology of music.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Psychology Market: Psychology, Sociology and Gender Studies
November 2017: 368pp November 2021: 266pp
Hb: 978-1-138-12466-0: $180.00 Hb: 978-0-367-56950-1: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-138-12468-4: $68.95 Pb: 978-0-367-56949-5: $54.95
eBook: 978-1-315-64802-6 eBook: 978-1-003-10004-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-65116-5 Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-92888-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138124684 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367569495
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The Social Psychology of TolerancePractical Social Justice

Maykel Verkuyten
Series: European Monographs in Social Psychology
This highly topical book is the first of its kind to provide a
comprehensive theoretical and empirical discussion of the social
psychology of tolerance, exploring the importance and
drawbacks of a focus on tolerance and discussing how tolerance
can be stimulated in a range of contexts.

Providing a thorough examination of the social psychology of
tolerance, this is a valuable text not only to social psychologists
but to a range of students and scholars in the social and
behavioural sciences more broadly.

Routledge

Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Strategies Based on the Legacy of Dr.
Joseph L. White

Edited by Bedford Palmer II
Practical Social Justice brings together the mentorship
experiences of a diverse group of leaders as they relay the lessons
they learned from Dr. Joseph L. White through personal
narratives, and share their best practices and recommendations
for those who want to truly live up to their potential as leaders
and mentors. This book will be essential reading for
undergraduate and graduate students in the fields of Psychology,
Ethnic Studies, Public Policy, Leadership, and Educational
Administration. It is also important reading for leaders and policy
makers in organisations dealing with issues around diversity,
equity, and inclusion, and anyone interested in promoting social
justice.

Market: Social Psychology
November 2022: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-032-37045-3: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-37043-9: $49.95Routledge
eBook: 978-1-003-33503-0Market: Black Psychology
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032370439December 2022: 192pp

Hb: 978-0-367-67803-6: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-65411-5: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-003-13289-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367654115

TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Social Psychology and JusticePsychology and the Social Class Worldview

Edited by E. Allan Lind, Duke University, USA
Series: Frontiers of Social Psychology
This volume reviews and extends theory and research on the
psychology of justice in social contexts. It examines how people
judge whether the treatment they experience with individuals
or groups is fair, and shows how this has major consequences
for attitudes and behaviors, including the decision to trust or
invest emotionally in social relationships and groups.
Incorporating many major theories in social psychology,
including groundbreaking work from neuroscience, it brings
together two traditionally distinct branches of the discipline:
social cognition and interpersonal relations. Finally, it illustrates
how justice concepts may be applied in law, government,

business, and medicine.

A Narrative-Based Introduction
Anne E. Noonan and William Ming Liu
This unique textbook explores the complex topic of social class,
explaining the many psychological nuances of class and classism
in people’s lives as subjective and phenomenological
experiences. Featuring activity suggestions, discussion questions,
and writing prompts to help apply theory to real-life narratives,
this is the ideal resource for students and instructors across
psychology, sociology, health economics, and social work, as
well as anyone taking courses on examining social class.

Routledge
Market: Social Psychology
December 2021: 136pp
Hb: 978-0-367-32261-8: $160.00

Routledge
Market: Social Psychology
December 2019: 316pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43289-8: $160.00

Pb: 978-0-367-32260-1: $46.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31760-6

Pb: 978-0-367-43290-4: $54.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367322601
eBook: 978-1-003-00229-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367432904

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Routledge International Handbook of
Discrimination, Prejudice and Stereotyping

Prejudice, Identity and Well-Being
Voices of Diversity Among College Students

Charles T. Hill
This essential and timely text looks at the ways in which various
identities are socially constructed by students, exploring and
comparing multiple dimensions of diverse identities, and the
various ways students try to fit in when faced with prejudice
and discrimination. Featuring highlighted key concepts and
self-reflection sections, as well as further reading, measures, and
statistical results, this book is essential not only for undergraduate
and graduate students in social psychology, health psychology,
sociology, ethnic studies, and social work, but also for therapists,
parents, teachers and practitioners running Diversity Training
Programs for non-students.

Edited by Cristian Tileagă, Martha Augoustinos and Kevin
Durrheim, University of KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This handbook explores prejudice, stereotyping and
discrimination primarily as phenomena embedded in the social
organization of societies and connected to structural factors and
larger societal systems. It offers a unique critical, and
cross-disciplinary approach to the study of contemporary
manifestations of prejudice, stereotyping, and discrimination.
This is essential reading for anyone interested in prejudice,
discrimination and stereotypes. It will be accessible to academics
and researchers interested in both the quantitative and

qualitative study of discrimination, inequality and social exclusion.Routledge
Market: Social Psychology

RoutledgeMarch 2022: 420pp
Market: Social PsychologyHb: 978-1-032-11580-1: $160.00
August 2021: 333ppPb: 978-1-032-11413-2: $54.95
Hb: 978-0-367-22369-4: $220.00eBook: 978-1-003-22055-8
eBook: 978-0-429-27455-8* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032114132
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367223694
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The Routledge International Handbook of
Community Psychology

Routledge International Handbook of Music
Psychology in Education and the Community

Facing Global Crises with HopeEdited by Andrea Creech, Donald A. Hodges and Susan
Hallam
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This handbook provides an evidence-based account of
psychological perspectives on issues in music education and
music in the community through the life-course, exploring our
understanding of music learning and participation across
contexts. Based on cutting edge research from an international
team, this is essential reading for anyone interested in music
psychology, education, and community, and will be particularly
helpful for undergraduate and graduate students in music
psychology, music education and community music.

Edited by Carolyn Kagan, Jacqueline Akhurst, Jaime Alfaro,
Rebecca Lawthom, Michael Richards and Alba Zambrano
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This handbook offers a unique critical, and cross-disciplinary
approach to the study of community psychology, showing how
it can address the systemic challenges arising from multiple
crises facing people across the world. Also examining the lessons
learnt from the COVID-19 pandemic about the pervading nature
of social inequality, but also the potential of solidarity
movements ranging from local to international levels, this is
ideal reading for undergraduate and postgraduate students and
scholars in community psychology and related areas, including

social psychology, clinical psychology, and applied psychology.
Routledge
Market: Music Psychology
May 2021: 528pp

RoutledgeHb: 978-0-367-27180-0: $250.00
Market: Community PsychologyeBook: 978-0-429-29536-2
March 2022: 410pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367271800
Hb: 978-0-367-34415-3: $250.00
eBook: 978-0-429-32566-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367344153

STUDENT REFERENCEDummy text to keep placeholder
The Psychology of DemocracyThe Routledge International Handbook of Morality,

Cognition, and Emotion in China Darren G. Lilleker and Billur Aslan Ozgul
Series: The Psychology of Everything
This bookexplains the psychological underpinnings behind why
people engage with and participate in politics. Covering the
influence that political campaigns and media play, it analyses
real-world political events including the Trump administration,
Brexit, the Arab Spring, and Gezi Park, taking the reader on a
journey from engagement with a political news item all the way
through to taking to the streets to protest government policy
and action. In an age of post-truth and populism, this book
shows us how a strong democracy depends upon the feelings
and emotions of its citizens, from trust, belonging,
empowerment and representation, as much as on electoral

processes.

Edited by Ryan Nichols
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
This ground-breaking handbook provides multi-disciplinary
insight into Chinese morality, cognition and emotion by
collecting in one place a comprehensive collection of essays
focused on Chinese morality by world-leading experts from
more than a dozen different academic fields of study.
Representing fields of study ranging from philosophy, linguistics,
archaeology, history, and religion, to social psychology,
neuroscience, clinical psychology, developmental psychology,
and behavioral ecology, this is an essential text for students,
academics, and others with wide interest in Chinese culture.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Psychology
September 2021: 118pp
Hb: 978-0-367-89816-8: $160.00

Market: Chinese studies / Culture studies
May 2022: 326pp
Hb: 978-1-032-11416-3: $250.00
eBook: 978-1-003-28156-6 Pb: 978-0-367-89817-5: $14.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032114163 eBook: 978-1-003-02129-2

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367898175

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Human Behaviour in PandemicsThe Handbook of Impression Formation
Social and Psychological Determinants in a Global Health CrisisA Social Psychological Approach

Malgorzata Kossowska, Natalia Letki, Tomasz Zaleskiewicz
and Szymon Wichary
This timely interdisciplinary book brings together a wide
spectrum of theoretical concepts and their empirical applications
in relation to the COVID-19 pandemic, informing our
understanding of the social and psychological bases of a global
crisis.

Routledge

Edited by Emily Balcetis and Gordon B. Moskowitz
Presenting diverse perspectives from eminent scholars and
contemporary researchers, The Handbook of Impression Formation
contextualizes current and future areas of research in the social
psychology of impression formation within a rich historic
framework. This fascinating work provides a solid foundation
from which all researchers can build a new and unique program
of research, and arms the reader with the intellectual tools they
need to chart new theoretical territory and discover aspects of
the human experience we have yet to even wonder about. It is
essential reading for students and academics in social
psychology, and the social sciences more broadly.

Routledge
April 2022: 230ppMarket: Social Psychology
Hb: 978-1-032-18353-4: $160.00August 2022: 528pp
Pb: 978-1-032-18352-7: $39.95Hb: 978-0-367-49315-8: $250.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25413-3Pb: 978-0-367-49314-1: $59.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032183527eBook: 978-1-003-04568-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367493141
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The Neuroscience of Intergroup RelationsThe Psychology of Extremism
Global Perspectives on the Neural Underpinnings of Intergroup
Behaviour, Ingroup Bias and Prejudice

A Motivational Perspective
Edited by Arie W. Kruglanski, Catalina Kopetz and Ewa
Szumowska
Series: Frontiers of Social Psychology
This ground-breaking book introduces a new model of
extremism that emphasizes motivational imbalance among
individual needs, offering a unique multidisciplinary exploration
of extreme behaviors relating to terrorism, dieting, sports, love,
addictions, and money. Also including suggestions for ways in
which extremism could be counteracted, and to what extent it
appears to be harmful to individuals and society, this is essential
reading for students and academics in psychology and
behavioral sciences.

Edited by Pascal Molenberghs
This path-breaking book is the first collection to provide a
scientific global overview on the social neuroscience of
intergroup relations, and the neural mechanisms that drive
processes such as prejudice, racism, and dehumanization.
Featuring contributions from world-leading experts, this is
fascinating reading for students and researchers in social
psychology and neuroscience, and is ideal for anyone examining
intergroup relations from a social neuroscientific perspective,
or using social neuroscience methods for the first time.

Routledge
Market: Neuroscience
March 2022: 142pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48715-7: $160.00

Routledge
Market: Social Psychology
September 2021: 328pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46762-3: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-46760-9: $54.95

Pb: 978-0-367-48714-0: $44.95eBook: 978-1-003-03089-8
eBook: 978-1-003-04242-6* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367467609
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367487140

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Interdisciplinary Perspectives on ColorismThe Psychology of Sociability
Beyond Black and WhiteUnderstanding Human Attachment

Ronald E. Hall, Professor, School of Social Work, Michigan
State University
This timely and unique book explores the concept of colorism,
which is discrimination based on the color of a person’s skin, in
a world where arguably light skin is privileged over dark, and
one’s wealth, health, and opportunities are impacted by skin
color, sometimes irrespective of one’s racial background.

In the context of our multi-cultural and increasingly global
society, and the historical backdrop of slavery, the text takes a
unique approach by moving from personal anecdotes to
adopting a scientific perspective grounded in empirical evidence.

Routledge

Edited by Joseph P. Forgas, William Crano and Klaus Fiedler
Series: Sydney Symposium of Social Psychology
This edited volume brings together the latest research in
understanding the nature, origins and evolution of human
sociability, one of the most intriguing aspects of human
psychology. With contributions from internationally renowned
researchers, chapters cover the core psychological characteristics
that shape human sociability, including information exchange,
social norms, power relations, personal relationships, attachment
patterns, personality characteristics, and evolutionary pressures.
It is ideal for students and researchers in all areas of the social
sciences, as well as practitioners and applied professionals who
deal with issues related to sociability in their daily lives.

Market: Social PsychologyRoutledge
July 2022: 192ppMarket: Social Psychology
Hb: 978-1-032-29950-1: $160.00June 2022: 302pp
Pb: 978-1-032-29938-9: $52.95Hb: 978-1-032-19307-6: $160.00
eBook: 978-1-003-30288-9Pb: 978-1-032-19305-2: $52.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032299389eBook: 978-1-003-25858-2

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032193052

STUDENT REFERENCEDummy text to keep placeholder
The Psychology of the SelfieFood Charity and the Psychologisation of Poverty
What the Research SaysFoucault in the Food Bank

Barrie Gunter
The Psychology of the Selfie provides a comprehensive overview
and analysis of research on the significance of selfies, offering
insights into the topic from a psychological perspective and
examining important issues such as body image,
self-objectification, mental health and psychological benefits.;
Presenting a comprehensive analysis specifically of selfie
behaviour, this book is an essential reference for students and
researchers in communications and media, journalism,
information studies, psychology, and sociology, as well as anyone
with a general interest in the phenomenon.

Routledge

Christian Möller
Series: Concepts for Critical Psychology
This book offers a unique discursive perspective on the rapid
rise of food charity and how food poverty has emerged as a
symptom of deeper problems requiring psychological
intervention. Drawing on original research and interviews with
managers and volunteers, this text is fascinating reading for
students and academics interested in critical psychology, and
the relationship between charity, poverty and social exclusion.

Routledge
Market: Critical Psychology
December 2021: 155pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52365-7: $160.00

Market: Psychology
September 2021: 190pp
Hb: 978-1-032-00876-9: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-00472-3: $32.95

Pb: 978-0-367-52363-3: $46.95 eBook: 978-1-003-17619-0
eBook: 978-1-003-05764-2 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032004723
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367523633
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Investigating Human Interaction through
Mathematical Analysis

Social Cognition and the Second Person in Human
Interaction

The Queue TransformDiana I. Pérez and Antoni Gomila
This book is a uniqueexploration of the idea of the ‘second
person’ in human interaction, the idea that face to face
interactions involve a distinctive form of reciprocal mental state
attributions that mediates their dynamical unfolding. Also
looking at the implications and applications of the second person
perspective within fields as diverse as art and morality, this book
is fascinating reading for students and academics in social and
cognitive psychology, cognitive science, neuroscience, and
philosophy.

Routledge

Kurt T. Brintzenhofe
Investigating Human Interaction through Mathematical
Analysis offers a new and unique approach to social intragroup
interaction by using mathematics and psychophysics to create
a mathematical model based on social psychological theories.
This is fascinating reading for academics and advanced students
interested in political theory, detection theory, social psychology,
organizational behavior, psychophysics, and applied
mathematics in the social and information sciences.

Routledge
Market: Social Neuroscience
September 2021: 194pp

Market: Social PsychologyHb: 978-0-367-67859-3: $160.00
October 2022: 192ppPb: 978-0-367-67857-9: $44.99
Hb: 978-1-032-35074-5: $160.00eBook: 978-1-003-13315-5
Pb: 978-1-032-35071-4: $54.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367678579
eBook: 978-1-003-32516-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032350714
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Trans Reproductive and Sexual HealthPreventing Harmful Behaviour in Online

Communities Justice, Embodiment and Agency
Edited by Damien W. Riggs, Jane M. Ussher, University of
Western Sydney, Australia, Kerry H. Robinson and Shoshana
Rosenberg
Series: Women and Psychology
Focusing on reproductive and sexual justice, this important book
explores in detail both the challenges that trans people face
when negotiating reproductive and sexual health in restrictive
social contexts, and their agency in advocating for change.

Trans Reproductive and Sexual Health offers a comprehensive
exploration that is essential reading for academics and students
in psychology, sociology, gender studies, and related areas, as
well as clinicians and policy makers, offering direct implications

for professional audiences working in health and social care.

Censorship and Interventions
Zoe Alderton, University of Sydney, Australia
Preventing Harmful Behaviour in Online Communities explores the
ethics and logistics of censoring problematic communications
online that might encourage a person to engage in harmful
behaviour. Rather than pointing to punishment or censorship
as best practice, the book offers constructive guidelines that
outline a more holistic approach based on the validity of
expressing negative mood and the creation of safe peer support
networks, making it ideal reading for professionals protecting
vulnerable people, as well as students and academics in
psychology, mental health, and social care.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Psychology Market: Women and Psychology/Sexuality
April 2022: 192pp December 2022: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64748-3: $160.00 Hb: 978-0-367-68619-2: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64740-7: $39.95 Pb: 978-0-367-68618-5: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-12606-5 eBook: 978-1-003-13831-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367647407 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367686185
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Person-Centered Studies in Psychology of ScienceThe Frontlines of Artificial Intelligence Ethics
Examining the Active PersonHuman-Centric Perspectives on Technology's Advance

Edited by Lisa M. Osbeck and Stephen L. Antczak
This unique collection examines ‘the acting person’ as an
important unit of analysis for science studies, using an integrative
approach of in-depth case studies to explore the cognitive,
social, cultural, and personal dimensions of a series of key figures
in the sciences, from Goethe to Kepler to Rachel Carson.

Person-Centered Studies in Psychology of Science is essential
reading for scholars and graduates interested in the psychology
of science, personality theory, social, or cognitive psychology,
general psychologists and theoretical psychologists.

Routledge

Edited by Andrew J. Hampton and Jeanine A. DeFalco
This book examines the intersection of artificial intelligence,
psychology, and ethics, and lays the groundwork for the
importance of including ethical considerations in the design
and implementation of technologically supported education,
decision-making, and leadership training. Featuring contributions
from leading researchers and those advocating for policy
standards, special consideration is given to the psychological
impact on the users of AI technology, making this essential
reading for students, researchers, and professionals in artificial
intelligence, psychology, ethics, engineering education, and
leadership, particularly military leadership.

Routledge
Market: Social PsychologyJune 2022: 226pp
December 2022: 184ppHb: 978-0-367-46766-1: $160.00
Hb: 978-1-032-23309-3: $160.00Pb: 978-0-367-46767-8: $39.95
Pb: 978-1-032-23308-6: $52.95eBook: 978-1-003-03092-8
eBook: 978-1-003-27669-2* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367467678
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032233086
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3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER9th Edition • TEXTBOOK
Theories of Human DevelopmentAbnormal Child and Adolescent Psychology

Barbara M. Newman, University of Rhode Island, USA and
Philip R. Newman, University of Rhode Island, USA
Eleven theories of human development that continue to guide
research and practice are examined in this engaging text. The
theories are grouped into three families: those that emphasize
biological systems, those that focus on environmental factors,
and those that reflect an interaction between the two. Discussion
of each theory includes the cultural/historical context during
the theory’s development, key concepts and ideas, extensions
of the theory in new directions, a research example, an example
of how the theory is applied in contemporary practice, and an
analysis of how the theory answers six basic questions that a

theory of human development should address.

Allen C. Israel, University at Albany, SUNY, Albany, New York,
USA, Jennifer Weil Malatras and Rita Wicks-Nelson, Retired
(no current affiliation)
Abnormal Child and Adolescent Psychology is a comprehensive
introduction to the field. It covers theoretical and methodological
foundations and examines the characteristics, epidemiology,
etiology, developmental course, assessment, and treatment of
disorders of childhood and adolescence.This edition also features
a new full-color design and over 150 color figures, tables, and
photos. The text is written in a clear and engaging style and is
approachable for students with varying academic backgrounds

and experiences, as well as being supplemented with online resources for students and
instructors.

Routledge
Market: Developmental Psychology
July 2022: 520pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85772-1: $230.00

Routledge
Market: Abnormal Psychology
October 2020: 602pp
Hb: 978-0-367-25263-2: $200.00

Pb: 978-0-367-85689-2: $125.00eBook: 978-0-429-28689-6
eBook: 978-1-003-01498-0Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-133-76698-1
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-848-72667-3* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367252632
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856892

8th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Adolescent PortraitsChild Abuse and Neglect
Identity and ChallengesMonica L. McCoy, Converse College, South Carolina, USA

and Stefanie M. Keen, University of South Carolina Upstate,
USA
This text examines child abuse and neglect—the latest research,
what maltreatment entails, and how to recognize and report it.
Different forms of maltreatment—physical abuse, neglect,
psychological maltreatment, sexual abuse, fetal abuse, and
Munchausen by Proxy Syndrome—are then examined, along
with resiliency, in a new chapter to this edition. The text also
reviews legal issues and forensic interviewing, and it concludes
with what happens to a child after a report is filed along with
suggestions for preventing child maltreatment. Engaging

Edited by Andrew C. Garrod and Robert Kilkenny
Adolescent Portraits introduces contemporary theories and
research that surround adolescent development today through
18 first-person accounts written by young adults. The case study
approach of the book illustrates the complexity of the individual
experience and the interactions among an individual’s needs,
ideas, relationships, and context. With contributions from
adolescents from a range of racial, class, and family backgrounds,
the book provides a diverse introduction to the adolescent
experience. It is a must-read for any student of adolescent
development.

Psychology Press
learning tools are integrated throughout, including Focus on Research boxes, Case Examples
and Debates, and Resource Boxes.

Market: Adolescent Development
Routledge April 2022: 390pp
Market: Child Abuse and Neglect Hb: 978-0-367-75701-4: $160.00
April 2022: 410pp Pb: 978-0-367-75702-1: $39.95
Hb: 978-0-367-40484-0: $280.00 eBook: 978-1-003-16537-8
Pb: 978-0-367-40487-1: $125.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367757021
eBook: 978-0-429-35635-3
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-848-72529-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367404871

TEXTBOOK • READER6th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
Research Foundations of Human Development and
Family Science

Introduction to Family Processes
Diverse Families, Common Ties

Denise Ann Bodman, Arizona State University, USA, Bethany
Bustamante Van Vleet, Arizona State University, USA and
Randal D. Day, Brigham Young University, USA
Introduction to Family Processes: Diverse Families, Common Ties
serves to provide an explanation of the complex workings of
inner family life. The text primarily focuses on family processes
and dynamics (the "inside" of families) as opposed to sociological
trends, political topics, or the individual psychological approach.

This edition has been updated to include current research and
contemporary topics. The text has been divided into four parts
and a new chapter, titled "Forgiveness, Kindness, Hope and
Gratitude" has been incorporated to amplify positive family

processes and highlight emerging research.

Science versus Nonsense
Kathleen D. Dyer
Research Foundations of Human Development and Family Science
is a textbook that provides an introduction to the diverse
scientific research methods that form the foundation of
scholarship and practice in HDFS. Illustrated throughout with
studies foundational to the discipline as examples of the
strategies described in the text, this book is a comprehensive,
accessible a core textbook for undergraduate research methods
classes in HDFS. It introduces the discipline of HDFS and
challenges students to understand the limitations of common
sense and the threat of pseudoscience for those work
professionally with children and families.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Human Development and Family Studies
February 2022: 308pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01555-2: $160.00

Market: Family Studies
May 2022: 334pp
Hb: 978-1-138-31287-6: $180.00
Pb: 978-1-138-31289-0: $84.95 Pb: 978-1-032-01557-6: $69.95
eBook: 978-1-003-12871-7 eBook: 978-1-003-17907-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138312890 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032015576
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
Moral DevelopmentJourneys through Emerging Adulthood
Theory and ApplicationsAn Introduction to Development from Ages 18-30 Around the World

Elizabeth C. Vozzola, Saint Joseph College, CT, USA and
Amie K. Senland
Moral Development offers a comprehensive overview of classic
and current theories of moral development and applications of
these theories in various counseling and educational settings.
Ideal as a text for advanced courses on moral development and
moral psychology, as well as courses on human, child, social and
personality development taught in psychology, counseling,
education, human development, family studies, social work, and
religion. Its applied approach also appeals to mental health and
school counselors.

Routledge
Market: Developmental Psychology
March 2022: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27196-1: $160.00

Alan Reifman
Journeys through Emerging Adulthood takes the reader on a tour
of contemporary transitions to adulthood, reporting on the latest
cross-national and cross-cultural research into young adulthood.
Featuring end-of-chapter summaries, quizzes and activities, this
textprovides an accessible yet comprehensive overview of this
significant life stage, connecting fundamental psychological
theories with modern social phenomena. Reifman’s text is
essential reading for both undergraduate and graduate students
of psychology, human development and sociology, as well as
students and researchers of any discipline interested in the path
to adulthood.

Routledge
Market: Developmental Psychology
July 2022: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74203-4: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74204-1: $54.95 Pb: 978-0-367-27197-8: $54.95
eBook: 978-1-003-15656-7 eBook: 978-0-429-29546-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367742041 Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-82190-2

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367271978

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER3rd Edition • NEW EDITION
Evidence-Based PolicymakingHandbook of Moral Development
Envisioning a New Era of Theory, Research, and PracticeEdited by Melanie Killen and Judith G. Smetana

This volume is the definitive source of theory and research on
the origins and development of morality in childhood and
adolescence. It explores morality as fundamental to being human
and enabling individuals to acquire social norms and develop
social relationships that involve cooperation and mutual respect.
Containing contributions from 60 scholars in developmental
science, social neuroscience, comparative and evolutionary
psychology, and education, this book will be essential reading
for scholars, educators, and students in the field of moral
development as well as social scientists, public health experts,
and clinicians who are concerned with children and

development.

Karen Bogenschneider, University of Wisconsin, Madison,
USA and Thomas Corbett
Evidenced-Based Policymaking takes a fresh look into what
policymakers and the policy process are like, as told by
policymakers themselves and the researchers who study and
work with them. This second edition features the perspective
of policymakers from a remarkable new study of 225 state
legislators, a new theory on why policymakers use research, a
new chapter on pioneering researchers who have been effective
in engaging diverse policymakers for different purposes using
disparate methods, and a new chapter that lays out a rationale
for transforming the education of the next generation of

researchers.Routledge
Market: Developmental Psychology

Routledge
Market: Policymaking
April 2021: 430pp
Hb: 978-0-367-52383-1: $160.00

July 2022: 472pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49756-9: $375.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49754-5: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-04724-7

Pb: 978-0-367-52385-5: $59.95Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-81844-5
eBook: 978-1-003-05766-6* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367497545
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367523855

TEXTBOOK • READER3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Theory of Mind in Middle Childhood and
Adolescence

The Development of Memory in Infancy and
Childhood

Integrating Multiple PerspectivesEdited by Mary L. Courage, Memorial University of
Newfoundland, Canada and Nelson Cowan, University of
Missouri
This fully updated volume expands on the previous edition and
offers new research on significant themes and ideas that have
emerged in the past decade such as the cognitive neuroscience
of memory development, autobiographical memory and infantile
amnesia, and the cognitive and social factors that underlie
memory for events. Including new topics such as spatial
representation and spatial working, prospective memory, false
memories, and memory and culture, this volume will appeal to
senior undergraduate and graduate students of developmental
and cognitive psychology, as well as to developmental

psychologists who want a compendium of key topics in memory development.

Edited by Rory T. Devine and Serena Lecce
From leading international experts, this landmark text explores
how the neural, cognitive and social changes of middle
childhood and adolescence shape ongoing development of
theory of mind, and how theory of mind helps children navigate
life. It considers three key themes: Biological and cognitive bases
of theory of mind; how theory of mind is shaped by social
experiences; atypical development and youth mental health in
middle childhood and adolescence. It offers in depth
understanding for all students of developmental and cognitive
psychology, neuroscience, clinical psychology and psychiatry,
and education, and identifies an agenda for future scholarship
on this exciting topic.

Psychology Press
Market: Developmental Psychology
May 2022: 442pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86033-2: $160.00

Routledge
Market: Developmental Psychology/ Theory of Mind
May 2021: 276pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34617-1: $160.00

Pb: 978-0-367-86037-0: $54.95 Pb: 978-0-367-34618-8: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01653-3 eBook: 978-0-429-32689-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367860370 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367346188
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STUDENT REFERENCE2nd Edition
InfancyDevelopments
The BasicsChild, Image, Nation

Marc H. Bornstein, NICHD, USA, the Institute for Fiscal
Studies, and UNICEF. and Martha E. Arterberry
Series: The Basics
Infancy: The Basics offers an introduction to the developmental
science behind the fascinating world of infants’
development. This concise clear guide to the years from before
birth to three is for students of developmental psychology,
pediatric medicine and nursing, education and social work. It
also for all parents and professionals caring for infants, who want
to understand the secret world of infancy.

Routledge

Erica Burman
How does developmental psychology connect with (what used
to be called) the developing world? What do cultural
representations indicate about the contemporary politics of
childhood? How is concern about child sexual exploitation linked
to wider securitization anxieties? In other words: what is the
political economy of childhood, and how is this affectively
organized? This new edition of Developments: Child, Image,
Nation, fully updated, is a key conceptual intervention and
resource, reflecting further on the contexts and frameworks that
tie children to national and international agendas.

Routledge
Market: Developmental Psychology
July 2020: 370pp
Hb: 978-0-367-25524-4: $160.00

Market: Child Development/ Parenting
July 2022: 256pp

Pb: 978-0-367-24872-7: $56.95 Hb: 978-1-032-00114-2: $160.00
eBook: 978-0-429-28824-1 Pb: 978-1-032-00115-9: $22.95
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-37792-8 eBook: 978-1-003-17280-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367248727 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032001159

Dummy text to keep placeholderSTUDENT REFERENCE
Typical and Atypical Child and Adolescent
Development 1 Theory and Methodology

Language Acquisition
The Basics

Paul Ibbotson
Series: The Basics
Language Acquisition: The Basics is an accessible introduction to
the must-know issues in child language development. Covering
key topics drawn from contemporary psychology, linguistics
and neuroscience, readers are introduced to fundamental
concepts, methods, controversies, and discoveries. This book,
which includes further reading suggestions in each chapter and
a glossary of key terms, is the perfect easy-to-understand
introductory text for students, teachers, clinicians or anyone with
an interest in language development. Drawing together the
latest research on typical, atypical and multilingual development,
it is the concise beginner's guide to the field.

Stephen von Tetzchner
Series: Topics from Child and Adolescent Psychology
This concise guide offers an accessible introduction to the key
theoretical perspectives and methodologies in developmental
psychology. It integrates insights from typical and atypical
development to reveal fundamental aspects of human growth
and development, and common developmental disorders.
Together with a companion website that offers topic-based
quizzes, lecturer PowerPoint slides and sample essay questions,
Typical and Atypical Child and Adolescent Development 1 Theory
and Methodology is an essential text for all students.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Psychology/Language
June 2022: 216pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74197-6: $160.00

Market: Psychology/ Child Development
July 2022: 220pp
Hb: 978-1-032-27085-2: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-26760-9: $22.95Pb: 978-0-367-74198-3: $22.95
eBook: 978-1-003-29127-5eBook: 978-1-003-15653-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032270852* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367741983

Dummy text to keep placeholderSTUDENT REFERENCE
Typical and Atypical Child and Adolescent
Development 2 Genes, Fetal Development and Early
Neurological Development

Educational Neuroscience
The Basics

Cathy Rogers and Michael Thomas
Series: The Basics
Educational Neuroscience: The Basics explains how the brain works
and its priorities for learning, and shows how educational
neuroscience, when combined with existing knowledge of
human and social psychology, and with teacher expertise, can
improve outcomes for students. It is a compact and lively
introductory text for students of psychology, neuroscience and
education and courses where these disciplines interconnect. It
will also be essential reading for educational professionals,
including teachers, heads, educational advisors and the many
industry bodies who govern and train them, as well as anyone
interested in the fascinating story of how we learn.

Stephen von Tetzchner
Series: Topics from Child and Adolescent Psychology
This concise guide offers an accessible introduction to genes,
fetal development and early brain development. It integrates
insights from typical and atypical development to reveal
fundamental aspects of human growth and development, and
common developmental disorders.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Psychology/ Education
November 2022: 200pp

Market: Psychology/ Child DevelopmentHb: 978-1-032-02887-3: $160.00
July 2022: 140ppPb: 978-1-032-02855-2: $22.95
Hb: 978-1-032-27384-6: $160.00eBook: 978-1-003-18564-2
Pb: 978-1-032-26769-2: $22.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032028873
eBook: 978-1-003-29245-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032273846
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Typical and Atypical Child and Adolescent
Development 6 Emotions, Temperament,

Typical and Atypical Child Development 3
Perceptual and Motor Development

Personality, Moral, Prosocial and Antisocial
Development

Stephen von Tetzchner
Series: Topics from Child and Adolescent Psychology
This concise guide offers an accessible introduction to perceptual
development and motor development from infancy to
adolescence. It integrates insights from typical and atypical
development to reveal fundamental aspects of human growth
and development, and common developmental disorders.
Together with a companion website that offers topic-based
quizzes, lecturer PowerPoint slides and sample essay questions,
Typical and Atypical Child and Adolescent Development 1 Theory
and Methodology is an essential text for all students of
developmental psychology, as well as those working in the fields
of child development, developmental disabilities and special

education.

Stephen von Tetzchner, Department of Psychology,
University of Oslo, Norway
Series: Topics from Child and Adolescent Psychology
This concise guide offers an accessible introduction to emotions,
temperament, personality, moral, prosocial and antisocial
development in childhood and adolescence. Together with a
companion website that offers topic-based quizzes, lecturer
PowerPoint slides and sample essay questions, Typical and
Atypical Child and Adolescent Development 6 Emotions,
Temperament, Personality, Moral, Prosocial and Antisocial
Development is an essential text for all students of
developmental psychology.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Psychology/ Child Development
August 2022: 124pp

Market: Psychology/ Child DevelopmentHb: 978-1-032-27391-4: $160.00
September 2022: 240ppPb: 978-1-032-26771-5: $22.95
Hb: 978-1-032-27402-7: $160.00eBook: 978-1-003-29246-3
Pb: 978-1-032-26779-1: $22.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032273914
eBook: 978-1-003-29253-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032274027

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Typical and Atypical Child and Adolescent
Development 7 Social Relations, Self-awareness
and Identity

Typical and Atypical Child Development 4
Cognition, Intelligence and Learning

Stephen von Tetzchner
Series: Topics from Child and Adolescent Psychology
This concise guide offers an accessible introduction to cognitive
development in childhood and adolescence. It integrates insights
from typical and atypical development to reveal fundamental
aspects of human growth and development, and common
developmental disorders. Together with a companion website
that offers topic-based quizzes, lecturer PowerPoint slides and
sample essay questions, Typical and Atypical Child and Adolescent
Development 1 Theory and Methodology is an essential text for
all students of developmental psychology, as well as those
working in the fields of child development, developmental
disabilities and special education.

Stephen von Tetzchner, Department of Psychology,
University of Oslo, Norway
Series: Topics from Child and Adolescent Psychology
This concise guide offers an accessible introduction to social
development, social relations, identity development and
self-awareness from childhood to adolescence. Together with
a companion website that offers topic-based quizzes, lecturer
PowerPoint slides and sample essay questions, Typical and
Atypical Child and Adolescent Development 7 Social Relations,
Self-awareness and Identity is an essential text for all students
of developmental psychology, as well as those working in the
fields of child development, developmental disabilities and
special education.Routledge

Market: Psychology/ Child Development
August 2022: 346pp
Hb: 978-1-032-27394-5: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-26775-3: $22.95
eBook: 978-1-003-29250-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032273945

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Typical and Atypical Child and Adolescent
Development 5 Communication and Language
Development

Routledge
Market: Psychology/ Child Development
September 2022: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-032-27409-6: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-26782-1: $22.95
eBook: 978-1-003-29257-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032274096

Stephen von Tetzchner, Department of Psychology,
University of Oslo, Norway
Series: Topics from Child and Adolescent Psychology
This concise guide offers an accessible introduction to the
development of communication and language in infancy and
childhood. Together with a companion website that offers
topic-based quizzes, lecturer PowerPoint slides and sample essay
questions, Typical and Atypical Child Development 5
Communication and Language Development is an essential text
for all students of developmental psychology.

Routledge
Market: Psychology/ Child Development
September 2022: 130pp
Hb: 978-1-032-27397-6: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-26777-7: $22.95
eBook: 978-1-003-29252-4
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Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Routledge International Handbook of
Psychobiology

Edited by Philip N. Murphy, Edge Hill University, UK
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
The International Handbook of Psychobiology brings together
some of the world’s leading experts in biological psychology in
a single comprehensive and authoritative volume. The handbook
will be split into six parts, covering topics as diverse as the effect
s of sleep, stress, food, and drugs on cognitive processes.
Emerging ideas and cutting-edge debates in the field are
considered alongside current controversies. The handbook will
also explore the practical implications and potential impacts of
psychobiological research for daily life, making it essential
reading for anyone interested in biopsychology.

Routledge
Market: biological psychology
August 2021: 592pp
Hb: 978-1-138-18800-6: $250.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64631-8: $52.95
eBook: 978-1-315-64276-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367646318

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Parenting and Child Development in Low- and
Middle-Income Countries

Handbook of Integrative Developmental Science
Essays in Honor of Kurt W. Fischer

Edited by Michael F. Mascolo, Merrimack College, Andover, 
Massachusetts, USA and Thomas R. Bidell
The Handbook of Integrative Developmental Science explores how 
dynamic skill theory can be employed to further advance theory 
and research in developmental science. Few models today speak 
so systematically to both the invariant organization and dynamic 
variability of development, and none rival dynamic skill theory’s 
unique juxtaposition of breadth and precision at the theoretical, 
methodological, and analytical levels. This handbook brings 
together a diverse collection of essays that not only illustrate 
the comprehensive scope of dynamic skill theory, but also forge 
new research directions for the field.

Marc H. Bornstein, NICHD, USA, the Institute for Fiscal
Studies, and UNICEF., W. Andrew Rothenberg, Andrea
Bizzego, Robert H. Bradley, Kirby Deater-Deckard, Gianluca
Esposito, Jennifer E. Lansford, Diane L. Putnick and
Susannah Zietz
Series: Studies in Parenting Series
This compelling volume advances understanding of what
parenting looks like and how it is associated with child
development in low- and middle-income countries around the
world. Parenting and Child Development in Low- and
Middle-Income Countries is essential reading for researchers and
students of parenting, psychology, human development, family

studies, sociology, and cultural studies as well as governmental and non-governmental
professionals working with families in low- and middle-income countries.

Routledge
Market: Developmental Psychology/Parenting
September 2022: 272pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49176-5: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-49178-9: $52.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04492-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491789

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Parenting Across Cultures from Childhood to
Adolescence

Routledge
Market: Developmental Psychology
April 2020: 536pp
Hb: 978-1-138-67072-3: $295.00
Pb: 978-1-138-67073-0: $114.95
eBook: 978-1-003-01859-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138670730

The Routledge International Handbook of 
SharedParenting and Best Interest of the Child

Development in Nine Countries

Edited by José Manuel de Torres Perea, Edward Kruk and 
Margarita Ortiz-Tallo
This interdisciplinary volume offers international perspectives 
on the crucial question of whether the Best Interest of the Child 
should be the primary consideration to decide child custody 
cases in case of divorce or separation, or whether it should be 
one of a range of primary considerations. With expert 
contributions from psychological, sociological and legal 
perspectives, it explores complex dilemmas inherent in shared 
custody and whether the advantages it offers children are 
sufficient. It will be essential reading for scholars and graduate 
students in law, psychology, sociology, and economics interested 
in shared parenting and family law.

Edited by Jennifer E. Lansford, W. Andrew Rothenberg and
Marc H. Bornstein
Series: Studies in Parenting Series
This vital volume advances understanding of how parenting
changes or remains the same from childhood to adolescence
in diverse cultural contexts. Revealing the Parenting Across
Cultures project, it analyses annual interviews with parents and
children in nine countries. It offers insight into trajectories of
parenting, exploring parents’ warmth, control, setting rules, and
knowledge of children’s activities and whereabouts. Expert
authors based in the countries examined, provide researchers
and students of psychology, human development, family studies,

sociology, and cultural anthropology, as well as professionals working with families, with
a truly global understanding of parenting.
Routledge
Market: Developmental Psychology/Parenting
February 2021: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-46231-4: $160.00

Routledge
Market: Law/Psychology/Sociology
May 2021: 500pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69144-8: $250.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14056-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367691448

Pb: 978-0-367-46232-1: $52.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02765-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367462321
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Developmentally Appropriate Curriculum and
Instruction

Parenting, Infancy, Culture
Specificity and Commonality in Argentina, Belgium, Israel, Italy, and
the United States Pedagogy for Knowledge, Attitudes, and Values

Edited by Marc H. Bornstein, NICHD, USA, the Institute for
Fiscal Studies, and UNICEF.
Series: Studies in Parenting Series
This vital volume advances an in-depth understanding of how
parenting infants in the first year of life is similar and different in
two contrasting contexts in each of five countries - Argentina,
Belgium, Israel, Italy, and the United States - providing a global
understanding of parenting across cultures. PARENTING,
INFANCY, CULTURE is essential reading for researchers and
students of parenting, psychology, human development, family
studies, sociology, and cultural anthropology as well as
professionals working with families.

Edited by Ana Garcia-Nevarez and Kimberly A. Gordon
Biddle
This timely and accessible volume explores how our
understanding of research in child development can help
cultivate the knowledge, skills, and attitudes children need for
informed and thoughtful participation in society by viewing the
curriculum through a developmental lens. Developmentally
Appropriate Curriculum and Instruction will be essential reading
for students of child development and education, as well as
educators and those in teacher training who are interested in
how theory and research can be effectively harnessed to improve
children’s outcomes.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Developmental Psychology/ Education
April 2021: 320pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37326-9: $155.00

Market: Developmental Psychology/ Parenting
February 2022: 422pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42471-8: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42467-1: $62.95 Pb: 978-0-367-37329-0: $54.95
eBook: 978-0-367-82432-7 eBook: 978-0-429-35314-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367424671 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367373290
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Effective Teaching Strategies for Dyscalculia and
Learning Difficulties in Mathematics

Designing Evidence-Based Public Health and
Prevention Programs

Perspectives from Cognitive NeuroscienceExpert Program Developers Explain the Science and Art
Marie-Pascale Noël and Giannis Karagiannakis
Effective Teaching Strategies for Dyscalculia and Learning
Difficulties in Mathematics provides an essential bridge between
scientific research and practical interventions with children.

Routledge

Edited by Mark E. Feinberg
Demonstrating that program development is as much art as
science, this book brings together expert program leaders to
give practical principles for developing effective prevention
curricula. It covers programs addressing a range of physical,
mental, and behavioral health problems, including ones
targeting families, specific populations, and developmental
stages. Readers will learn how to: select content or targets based
on existing research;  initiate, reinforce, and generalize behavior
change; and refine a curriculum.

Routledge
Market: Psychology/ EducationMarket: Psychology
March 2022: 312ppNovember 2020: 260pp
Hb: 978-1-032-15143-4: $160.00Hb: 978-0-367-20514-0: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-15142-7: $39.95Pb: 978-0-367-20518-8: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-003-24270-3eBook: 978-0-367-20517-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032151427* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367205188
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Inspiring Motivation in Children and YouthThe Science of Learning and Development
How to Nurture Environments for LearningEnhancing the Lives of All Young People

David A. Bergin
Series: Applying Child and Adolescent Development in the
Professions Series
Inspiring Motivation in Children and Youth explores motivation
and its crucial role in promoting well-being in the classroom
and life beyond school. It will help those who work with children
and youth to understand and improve their motivation, and to
create nurturing environments for younger people.This book is
for students looking to excel in a psychological, educational,
health, or social work setting, as well as professionals in the field,
and parents. It is targeted for people who work or plan to work
with children from pre-school to high school and will be useful

to teachers, youth leaders, coaches, counselors, social workers, and nurses.

Edited by Pamela Cantor and David Osher
This essential text unpacks major transformations in the study
of learning and human development and provides evidence for
how science can inform innovation in the design of settings,
policies, practice, and research to enhance the life path,
opportunity and prosperity of every child. The book brings
together scholars and practitioners from the biological/medical
sciences, the social and behavioral sciences, educational science,
and fields of law and social and educational policy.

Routledge
Market: Psychology/ Education
June 2021: 288pp
Hb: 978-0-367-48108-7: $160.00

Routledge
Market: Child and Adolescent Development/ Psychology
September 2022: 192ppPb: 978-0-367-48107-0: $52.95
Hb: 978-0-367-49540-4: $160.00eBook: 978-1-003-03801-6
Pb: 978-0-367-49541-1: $24.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367481070
eBook: 978-1-003-04651-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367495411
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The Myth of Attachment TheoryDevelopmental Play Assessment for Practitioners

(DPA-P) Guidebook and Training Website A Critical Understanding for Multicultural Societies
Heidi Keller
The Myth of Attachment Theory confronts the uncritical
acceptance of attachment theory —challenging its scientific
basis and questioning the relevance in our modern, superdiverse
and multicultural society — and exploring the central concern
of how children, and their way of forming relationships, differ
from each other. This volume will be a crucial read for scholars
and researchers in developmental, educational and clinical
psychology, as well as educators, teachers-in-training and other
professionals working with children and their families.

Routledge
Market: Psychology/ Attachment
December 2021: 196pp
Hb: 978-0-367-76475-3: $160.00

Project Play
Karin Lifter, Emanuel J. Mason, Amanda M. Cannarella and
Ashley D. Cameron
Developmental Play Assessment for Practitioners (DPA-P) Guidebook
and Training Website: Project Play offers a comprehensive
assessment of naturally occurring play activities for evaluating
young children’s developmental progress accurately, so that
useful interventions can take place as early as possible. It will be
of great benefit for early intervention personnel,
speech-language pathologists, physical therapists, occupational
therapists, and school psychologists.

Routledge
Market: Child Development
March 2022: 124pp
Pb: 978-0-367-55359-3: $250.00
eBook: 978-1-003-09315-2 Pb: 978-0-367-76478-4: $46.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367553593 eBook: 978-1-003-16709-9

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367764784
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Multidisciplinary Perspectives on the Psychology
of Exclusion

Developmental Play Assessment for Practitioners
(DPA-P) Coding Sheets

From Rejection to Personal and Social HarmonyKarin Lifter, Emanuel J. Mason, Amanda M. Cannarella and
Ashley D. Cameron
This pack includes twelve sets of the color-coded coding sheets
plus 2 sets of blank sheets for use when constructing your own
sets of toys. It can be used by practitioners in a wide range of
educational and therapeutic settings and is designed to support
developmental progress through planning interventions in play,
and using what we know about a child’s progress in play to plan
play-based interventions in cognition, language, motor,
social-emotional and self-help skills. For more information about
the Developmental Play Assessment for Practitioners (DPA-P)

Guidebook and Training Website please visit www.routledge.com/XXXXXXXXX

Agnieszka Wilczyńska
This new volume considers one of the most pressing topics of
a generation, the sense of social exclusion, rejection and
loneliness experienced by many adolescents and young adults.
It offers insights from psychological and biochemical research,
explains the role of the brain, mind and body in the development
of a sense of belonging over the lifespan. Illustrated with
examples of the consequences of exclusion drawn from the
author’s clinical work, it surveys the latest research in the field
and introduces an innovative framework for understanding the
development of the sense of belonging.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Psychology/Education
March 2022: 130pp

Market: PsychologyLoose-leaf: 978-1-032-19031-0: $59.95
January 2021: 294pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032190310
Hb: 978-0-367-64466-6: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62789-8: $46.95
eBook: 978-1-003-12464-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367627898
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Cultures of InfancyFINITUDE: The Psychology of Self and Time

Heidi Keller
Series: Psychology Press & Routledge Classic Editions
The Classic Edition of Heidi Keller’s Cultures of Infancy, first
published in 2007, includes a new introduction by the author,
describing for readers the original context for her work, how she
has further developed her research and thinking, and the
ongoing relevance of this volume in the context of future
challenges for the field.With distinct patterns of results the
studies have revealed, Cultures of Infancy helps redefine
developmental psychology as part of a culturally informed
science based on evolutionary groundwork. Scholars interested
in a broad perspective on human development and culture will
benefit from this pioneering volume.

Philippe Rochat
Philippe Rochat’s FINITUDE is a rumination on time and
self-consciousness. It is built around the premise that finitude
and separation form the human self-conscious reality of time. It
argues that we need to reclaim time from current theories in
physics that tend to debunk time as an illusion, or state that time
simply does not exist. Offering an overarching understanding
of concepts beyond methodological detail of the development
of self and time, this book will be essential reading for all
advanced students and researchers interested in the psychology
of time, and the development of self.

Routledge
Market: Psychology

RoutledgeFebruary 2022: 306pp
Market: PsychologyHb: 978-1-032-02692-3: $160.00
May 2022: 346ppPb: 978-1-032-02689-3: $52.95
Hb: 978-1-032-25582-8: $160.00eBook: 978-1-003-18468-3
Pb: 978-1-032-25580-4: $49.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032026893
eBook: 978-1-003-28407-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032255804
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Self and Story in Early ChildhoodPsychological Modeling
Children’s Developing Minds Revealed by Parent-led ResearchConflicting Theories

Hugh Crago, Australian Catholic University and University
of Western Sydney, Australia
In this book, the Hugh Crago brings out the implications
of previously unpublished parent-led research to highlight how
much children can achieve without formal teaching, but with
the supportive presence of a trusted adult who will participate
with them in the story experience. This book will be of great
interest to scholars of developmental psychology, early literacy
and narratology, as well as to professionals working with
preschoolers. Most of all, it will fascinate parents who themselves
share stories with their child.

Routledge

Edited by Albert Bandura
Series: Psychology Press & Routledge Classic Editions
This classic text highlights the most important work done in the
subject of learning by modelling and offers an extensive review
of the major theories, edited by one of the most influential
psychologists of his generation. In his introductory essay, Bandura
identifies the most important issues in the field of observational
learning and reviews a large body of research findings, before
carefully chosen articles tackle debates around modelling
influences, reinforcement play, and the relative effectiveness of
various presentation methods on models. This book will be of
interest to all psychology students interested in psychological
modelling, as well as educators and professionals.

Market: Developmental Psychology/ Literacy
Routledge
Market: Child Learning Psychology
May 2021: 218pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62660-0: $155.00

September 2022: 334pp
Hb: 978-1-032-01462-3: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-01464-7: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-17874-3

Pb: 978-0-367-62658-7: $52.95 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032014647
eBook: 978-1-003-11015-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367626587
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Youth Without Family to Lean OnThe Development of Empathy
Global Challenges and Local InterventionsPhenomenology, Structure and Human Nature

Edited by Moshe Israelashvili and Shula Mozes
Youth Without Family to Lean On draws together interdisciplinary,
global perspectives to provide a comprehensive review of the
characteristics, dynamics, and development of youth (aged
15-25) who have no family to lean on, either practically or
psychologically. This book is essential reading for those in
psychology, sociology, public health, social work, law,
criminology, public policy, economics, and education and is
highly enriching for scholars and practitioners, as well as higher
education students, who wish to understand and help the
gradually increasing number of youth who are forced, too early,
to manage their life alone.

Larysa Zhuravlova and Oleksiy Chebykin
This thought-provoking volume offers psychological perspectives
on the formation of empathy and how this determines both
antisocial and prosocial behaviors in individuals. It offers a
theoretically grounded and empirically proven integrated
approach, helping readers gain a holistic understanding of
human nature, and the need for empathic interaction between
people. Considering a vision for a society based on empathic
relationships, which could be a deterrent to discrimination, help
resolve problems of environmental issues, harmonize
interpersonal relationships and resolve conflict, this new text is
for advanced students of developmental, and educational
psychology. Routledge

Market: RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Psychology
June 2021: 276pp
Hb: 978-0-367-70272-4: $160.00

September 2022: 416pp
Hb: 978-0-367-64507-6: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-64503-8: $52.95
eBook: 978-1-003-12484-9Pb: 978-0-367-70273-1: $46.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367645076eBook: 978-1-003-14537-0

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367702731
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Individuals as Producers of Their Own DevelopmentDevelopmental Psychology and Young Children’s

Religious Education The Dynamics of Person-Context Coactions
Richard M. Lerner
Series: World Library of Psychologists
In the World Library of Psychologists series, international experts
present career-long collections of what they judge to be their
most interesting publications – extracts from books, key articles,
research findings, practical and theoretical contributions.
Professor Richard M. Lerner presents here the development of
his theory of, and research about, relations between life span,
human development, and contextual or ecological change,
exploring the mutually influential relations between humans
and their peer, family, school, and community contexts.

Routledge

Olivera Petrovich, University of Oxford, UK
Developmental Psychology and Young Children’s Religious
Education sets out to identify the conceptual pre-requisites for
young children’s religious education learning and clearly
highlights the challenges that children and their teachers
encounter in the RE educational process. This book is essential
reading for students and researchers in developmental
psychology, Religious Education, teacher education, Education
Studies and cultural anthropology.

Routledge
Market: Psychology/ Education
October 2022: 140pp
Hb: 978-0-367-43619-3: $160.00

Market: Psychology
March 2021: 406pp
Hb: 978-0-367-54463-8: $160.00

Pb: 978-0-367-43620-9: $44.95 eBook: 978-1-003-08940-7
eBook: 978-1-003-00463-9 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367544638
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367436209
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Conducting International Research and Service
Collaborations

Parenting: Selected Writings of Marc H. Bornstein
Edited by Marc H. Bornstein, NICHD, USA, the Institute for
Fiscal Studies, and UNICEF.
Series: World Library of Psychologists
In the World Library of Psychologists series, international experts
present career-long collections of what they judge to be their
most interesting publications – extracts from books, key articles,
research findings, practical and theoretical contributions.
Including a specially written introduction, in which Marc
Bornstein reflects on the importance of parenting and
contextualizes both the field and the evolution of his
wide-ranging career, this collection will be a valuable resource
for students and researchers of parenting, developmental
science, and all disciplines from anthropology to zoology

concerned with nurturing, socializing, and educating the next generation.

Tips, Threats, and Triumphs
Robert B. McCall and Christina J. Groark
Conducting International Research and Service Collaborations:
Tips, Threats, and Triumphs provides academic researchers,
service professionals, and others with guidance on how to plan,
implement, and manage collaborative international projects.
Key topics covered include launching projects and working with
stakeholders, travelling and living abroad, cultural considerations,
planning and funding, administrative issues, dealing with crises,
and successfully implementing and disseminating findings.

Routledge
Routledge
Market: Developmental Psychology

Market: PsychologyApril 2022: 572pp
August 2021: 218ppHb: 978-0-367-76568-2: $180.00
Hb: 978-1-032-02462-2: $160.00eBook: 978-1-003-16757-0
Pb: 978-0-367-62787-4: $44.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367765682
eBook: 978-1-003-18343-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367627874
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Taking Development Seriously A Festschrift for
Annette Karmiloff-Smith
Neuroconstructivism and the Multi-Disciplinary Approach to
Understanding the Emergence of Mind

Edited by Michael S. C. Thomas, Birkbeck, University of
London, UK, Denis Mareschal, Birkbeck, University of
London, UK and Victoria Knowland
This influential festschrift honours the legacy of Annette
Karmiloff-Smith, a seminal thinker in the field of child
development and a pioneer in developmental neuroscience.
The current volume brings together many of the researchers,
collaborators, and students who worked with Dr Karmiloff-Smith
to show how her ideas have influenced and continue to
influence their own research. Taking Development Seriously is
essential reading for students and scholars in child development
and developmental neuroscience.

Routledge
Market: Developmental Psychology
May 2021: 332pp
Hb: 978-1-138-33404-5: $155.00
Pb: 978-1-138-33405-2: $54.95
eBook: 978-0-429-44559-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138334052

TEXTBOOK • READER
Communication for Successful Aging
Empowering Individuals Across the Lifespan

Howard Giles, Jessica Gasiorek, University of Hawaii and
Manoa, Shardé M. Davis and Jane Giles
This essential volume explores the vital role of communication
in the aging process and how this varies for different social
groups and cultural communities. It reveals how communication
can empower people in the process of aging, and that how we
communicate about age is critically important to – and is at the
heart of – aging successfully. Communication for Successful
Aging is essential reading for graduate students of psychology,
human development, gerontology, communication, as well as
scholars in the social sciences, and all of us concerned with this
complex academic topic, and personal challenge.

Routledge
Market: Psychology/Communication Studies
November 2021: 164pp
Hb: 978-0-367-35327-8: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-35326-1: $54.95
eBook: 978-0-429-33068-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367353261
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER8th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
Managing Workplace Diversity, Equity, and
Inclusion

Introduction to Industrial/Organizational
Psychology

A Psychological PerspectiveRonald E. Riggio and Stefanie K. Johnson
Introduction to Industrial/Organizational Psychology provides a
complete overview of the psychological study of the world of
work. Written with the student in mind, the book presents classic
theory and research in the field alongside examples from
real-work work situations to provide deeper insight.

Accompanied by extensive student and instructor resources, it
is a must read for all students in I/O Psychology courses, courses
in work psychology and organizational behavior, and for
practicing managers who want a comprehensive overview of

the psychology of work.

Rosemary Hays-Thomas, University of West Florida
Managing Workplace Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion bridges the
gap between social science theory and research and the practical
concerns of those working in diversity and inclusion by
presenting an applied psychological perspective. Intended for
upper-level undergraduates as well as graduate students, this
textbook brings together foundational theories with
research-based and practical, real-world applications to build a
strong understanding of managing diversity, equity, and
inclusion in the workplace.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Industrial/Organizational Psychology
June 2022: 7.5 x 9.25: 550pp

Market: Industrial and Organizational PsychologyHb: 978-0-367-69946-8: $200.00
September 2022: 420ppeBook: 978-1-003-14398-7
Hb: 978-0-367-40752-0: $160.00Prev. Ed Hb: 978-1-138-65532-4
Pb: 978-0-367-40749-0: $59.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367699468
eBook: 978-0-367-80888-4
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-79426-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367407490
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Handbook of International and Cross-Cultural
Leadership Research Processes

Psychology and Work
An Introduction to Industrial and Organizational Psychology

Donald M. Truxillo, Donald M. Truxillo, University of Limerick,
Ireland, Talya N. Bauer, Portland State University, USA and
Berrin Erdogan, Portland State University, USA
Psychology and Work is a new edition of the award-winning
textbook written for introductory Industrial and Organizational
(I-O) Psychology classes. This book makes the core topics of I-O
Psychology clear, relevant, and accessible to students through
its dynamic design and real-world examples from the perspective
of employee and employer. Written by dedicated I-O professors,
the book and supporting materials provide a range of
high-quality pedagogical materials, including interactive features,
quizzes, PowerPoint slides, numerous case studies and

recommended videos, and an expanded, high-quality test bank.

Perspectives, Practice, Instruction
Edited by Yulia Tolstikov-Mast, Franziska Bieri and Jennie
L. Walker
Series: Leadership: Research and Practice
An invaluable contribution to the area of leadership studies, this
handbook brings together renowned authors with diverse
cultural, academic and practitioner backgrounds to provide a
comprehensive overview and analysis of all stages of the research
process. It is an excellent resource for a broad audience including
scholars across disciplines and fields, such as psychology,
management, history, cognitive science, economics,
anthropology, sociology, medicine, as well as educators,
consultants, graduate and doctoral students who are interested

in understanding authentic leadership practices outside of the traditional Western paradigm.
Routledge
Market: Industrial & Organizational Psychology
August 2021: 624pp
Hb: 978-0-367-15127-0: $220.00

Routledge
Market: Leadership

Pb: 978-0-367-15128-7: $140.00 November 2021: 640pp
eBook: 978-0-429-05584-3 Hb: 978-0-367-43687-2: $160.00
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-848-72508-9 Pb: 978-0-367-43433-5: $125.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367151287 eBook: 978-1-003-00338-0

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367434335
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Deepening the Leadership JourneyWork and Organizational Psychology
Nine Elements of Leadership MasterySebastiaan Rothmann, North-West University,

Vanderbijlpark, South Africa and Cary L. Cooper, University
of Manchester, UK
Series: Topics in Applied Psychology
Providing a complete and contemporary overview of the
evolving and fascinating world of work, this new edition of Work
and Organizational Psychology is the perfect textbook, outlining
not only key theoretical ideas, but how they relate to the role of
psychologists advising today’s organizations.

Routledge

Al Bolea, University of Alaska, USA and Leanne Atwater,
University of Houston, USA
Series: Leadership: Research and Practice
Deepening The Leadership Journey is a compendium of topical
(and in some cases imponderable) situations for which leadership
is either applicable or in need. Intended for personal leadership
development and practicing managers as well as courses on
leadership, this approachable guide deepens the reader’s
leadership journey based on Al Bolea's "J-Curve" model of
leadership and the nine essential elements of leadership mastery
introduced in Becoming A Leader

Routledge

Market: Work / Organizational Psychology
March 2022: 298pp
Hb: 978-1-032-22139-7: $160.00 Market: Leadership
Pb: 978-1-032-06491-8: $54.95 December 2021: 168pp
eBook: 978-1-003-27130-7 Hb: 978-0-367-47837-7: $160.00
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-848-72220-0 Pb: 978-0-367-47836-0: $29.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032064918 eBook: 978-1-003-03679-1

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478360
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Data, Methods and Theory in the Organizational
Sciences

Intentional Leadership
Becoming a Trustworthy Leader

Karen E. Mishra, Meredith College, North Carolina USA and
Aneil K. Mishra
Series: Leadership: Research and Practice
Intentional Leadership: Becoming a Trustworthy Leader clearly
explains the ways leaders can build trust in three stages of their
career: as an individual contributor, as a team member, and as
a leader of an organization. This book is suitable for new as well
as experienced leaders who want to learn more about how to
build trust with employees and other stakeholders, and who
want to be intentional in the way they lead others.

Routledge

A New Synthesis
Edited by Kevin R. Murphy
Series: SIOP Organizational Frontiers Series
Data, Methods and Theory in the Organizational Sciences examines
the evolving relationship between data, methods, and theory
and suggests new ways of thinking about the role of each in the
development and presentation of research in organizations.

This is an essential resource for researchers, professionals, and
educators who are looking to rethink their current approaches
to research, and who are interested in creating more useful and
more interpretable research in the organizational sciences.

Routledge
Market: Industrial / Organizational Psychology
March 2022: 384pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85770-7: $160.00

Market: Leadership
September 2022: 168pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42147-2: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-42145-8: $29.95
eBook: 978-0-367-82217-0

Pb: 978-0-367-85764-6: $54.95Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-88282-8
eBook: 978-1-003-01500-0* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367421458
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367857646

TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
Job SatisfactionPositive Leadership in Practice
From Assessment to InterventionA Model for Our Future

Paul E. Spector
Distilling the vast literature on this most frequently studied
variable in organizational behavior, Paul E. Spector provides
students and professionals with a pithy overview of the research
and application of job satisfaction.

Routledge

Cornelia Lucey and Jolanta Burke
This book aims to help leaders become the best versions of
themselves, achieve extraordinary results and help their team
accomplish the same. Packed with research and practical advice
from real-life positive leaders, it offers an extensive look into both
what high-performance leadership is, and how it can be
achieved. This book is for existing and aspiring managers, leaders,
and those with people-related roles such as in human resources,
coaching, leadership development, and organisational
consultants, as well as anyone in a more informal leadership
positions, be it as a parent, sibling, housekeeper. After all, we are
all leaders.

Routledge
Market: Industrial and Organizational Psychology / Organizational BehaviorMarket: Leadership
February 2022: 166ppJune 2022: 236pp
Hb: 978-1-032-16852-4: $160.00Hb: 978-0-367-77249-9: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-16850-0: $54.95Pb: 978-0-367-77246-8: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-003-25061-6eBook: 978-1-003-17043-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032168500* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367772468
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Behavioural Science for Quality and Continuous
Improvement

Expatriates and Managing Global Mobility
Edited by Soo Min Toh and Angelo DeNisi
Series: SIOP Organizational Frontiers Series
This book sets out to examine the problem of expatriate
management through an I/O Psychology lens. Each chapter
draws upon the expertise of scholars from around the world to
provide insights into the latest research findings and remaining
needs, remaining to a wide variety of issues. By bringing together
key research, this book aims to help I/O psychologists
understand, explore and identify new ways of contributing to
the understanding of the issues involved in managing an
expatriate workforce. Incorporating state of the art I/O
psychology research in this unique context bears the promise
of yielding important new paradigms and practices.

25 Lessons from Psychology and Behavioural Economics
Debashis Sarkar, Global Head of Reengineering Standard
Chartered Bank, India
This impactful volume demonstrates the application and power
of psychology and behavioural economics in the pursuit of
quality and continuous improvement.

Behavioural Science for Quality and Continuous Improvement: 25
Lessons from Psychology and Behavioral Economics is ideal for
business improvement professionals of all hierarchies and across
different functional areas and industries seeking to understand
the potential of psychology and behavioural economics and
their applications, as well as in training and executive
development programmes and for scholars of operations
management, quality management, and engineering.

Routledge
Market: Industrial & Organizational Psychology
September 2022: 363pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62633-4: $160.00 Routledge
Pb: 978-0-367-62163-6: $54.95 Market: Behavioural Science / Business
eBook: 978-1-003-11003-3 February 2022: 198pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367621636 Hb: 978-1-032-16839-5: $160.00

Pb: 978-1-032-16837-1: $46.95
eBook: 978-1-003-25051-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032168371
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Evaluation at WorkUnderstanding Employee Engagement
A Psychoanalytical CritiqueTheory, Research, and Practice

Bénédicte Vidaillet
Developing a critical reflection from a psychoanalytic perspective,
Evaluation at Work: A Psychoanalytical Critique argues that workers
are not mere victims of evaluation systems but are complicit in
them. This book will be of interest to scholars studying the topic
of evaluation at work from a critical perspective as well as
professionals who use evaluation systems or are under the
pressure of evaluation in all sectors and organizations. By
exposing the psychological mechanisms that evaluation uses
to appeal to us, it gives each of us the tools we need to break
free of its grasp.

Routledge

Zinta S. Byrne, Colorado State University, USA
Series: Applied Psychology Series
Understanding Employee Engagement is a comprehensive source
for the science and practice of employee engagement. This book
provides a rigorous and objective review of scholarship and
empirical research on engagement from around the world. This
book is an essential read for scholars, researchers, practitioners,
and business leaders alike for understanding how to measure,
identify, and implement evidence-based solutions to foster
employee engagement.

Routledge
Market: Work and Organizational PsychologyMarket: Industrial and Organizational Psychology
December 2021: 138ppFebruary 2022: 304pp
Hb: 978-0-367-75964-3: $160.00Hb: 978-0-367-77388-5: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-75963-6: $39.95Pb: 978-0-367-77387-8: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-16489-0eBook: 978-1-003-17113-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367759636Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-82087-5

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367773878

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Anti-WorkThe Psychology of Job Interviews
Psychological Investigations into Its Truths, Problems, and SolutionsNicolas Roulin

Most people, at some point in their lives, experience the stress
of being interviewed for a job. Many also face the task of
interviewing other people. But what does the science tell us
about this unique social situation? What biases are involved, and
how can we become aware of them? And how can job
interviews be structured so that they are fair and effective?
Debunking several popular myths along the way, this is essential
reading for anyone interested in understanding what is really
happening in a job interview, whichever side of the desk you
are sitting.

Routledge

George M. Alliger
The first book to delineate anti-work in a systematic fashion by
identifying and compiling positions from a wide spread of
literature, Anti-Work defines the tenets of anti-work, reviews
them from a psychological and historical point of view, and
offers solutions to aid the average person in his or her struggle
with work. The book provides new ways to view and plan life,
and will be thought-provoking and valuable insight for students,
instructors, and practitioners in industrial and organizational
psychology and related fields, as well as all people who have
worked, will work, have never worked, or will never work.

RoutledgeMarket: Human Resource Management / Industrial and Organizational Psychology
January 2022: 196pp Market: Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Hb: 978-0-367-77379-3: $59.95 November 2021: 284pp
Pb: 978-0-367-77378-6: $29.95 Hb: 978-0-367-75860-8: $160.00
eBook: 978-1-003-17108-9 Pb: 978-0-367-75859-2: $34.95
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-64627-8 eBook: 978-1-003-16431-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367773786 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367758592
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Organizational Behavior Management Approaches
for Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities

Age and Work
Advances in Theory, Methods, and Practice

Edited by Hannes Zacher and Cort W. Rudolph
Series: SIOP Organizational Frontiers Series
The edited volume, Age and Work presents a systematic
collection of key advances in theory, methods, and practice
regarding age(ing) and work. This leading-edge collection breaks
new ground by developing novel and useful theory, explaining
underutilized but important methodological approaches, and
suggesting original practical applications of emerging research
topics. Written in a scientific yet accessible manner, the book
offers a valuable resource for undergraduate and graduate
students, academics in the fields of psychology and business,
as well as practitioners working in the areas of human resource
management and organizational development.

Edited by James K. Luiselli, Rita M. Gardner, Frank L. Bird
and Helena Maguire
This edited volume provides an up-to-date, comprehensive
assessment of OBM-IDD. It is intended principally for
professionals within educational, human services, and behavioral
healthcare settings serving persons with IDD comprised of
psychologists, educators, program administrators, organizational
consultants, behavior analysts, and evaluation specialists. In
particular, the book should appeal to practicing behavior analysts
who hold the Behavior Analyst Certification Board (BACB)
credential and are seeking professional development within
OBM as well as academic instructors and researchers, graduate
students, and trainees completing doctoral internships and

post-doctoral fellowships.Routledge
Market: Industrial & Organizational Psychology Routledge
January 2022: 372pp Market: Applied Psychology
Hb: 978-0-367-54554-3: $160.00 August 2021: 338pp
Pb: 978-0-367-54553-6: $54.95 Hb: 978-0-367-34291-3: $160.00
eBook: 978-1-003-08967-4 Pb: 978-0-367-34292-0: $56.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367545536 eBook: 978-0-429-32484-0

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367342920
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Essentials of Occupational Health PsychologyNeurodiversity in the Workplace

Christopher J. L. Cunningham, The University of Tennessee
at Chattanooga, USA and Kristen Jennings Black, The
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, USA
Series: Essentials of Industrial and Organizational Psychology
Essentials of Occupational Health Psychology provides a thorough
overview of Occupational Health Psychology (OHP) with a focus
on empowering readers to take appropriate and reasoned action
to address a wide variety of worker health, safety, and well-being
challenges that are present in working situations all over the
world. This book is valuable to graduate and advanced
undergraduate students as well as working professionals. The
chapters in this text could also provide supplemental reading

Interests, Issues, and Opportunities
Edited by Susanne M. Bruyère and Adrienne Colella
Series: SIOP Organizational Frontiers Series
Neurodiversity in the Workplace presents a timely and needed
perspective on the many ways we preclude large segments of
the population from employment. This volume is intended to
increase awareness about the challenges and opportunities in
making the workplace more neurodiversity inclusive, making it
instrumental for I/O and other psychologists. This book is also
crucial for management and business consultants; employers;
diversity, equity, and inclusion specialists; human resource
professionals; and others interested in neurodiversity inclusion
more broadly. for training and development workshops for professionals in related disciplines who could

benefit from a better understanding of the psychology associated with work experiences.
Routledge

RoutledgeMarket: Industrial / Organizational Psychology
Market: Industrial/Organizational PsychologyJuly 2022: 346pp
June 2021: 322ppHb: 978-0-367-90298-8: $160.00
Hb: 978-1-138-54111-5: $140.00Pb: 978-0-367-90297-1: $54.95
Pb: 978-1-138-54112-2: $54.95eBook: 978-1-003-02361-6
eBook: 978-1-351-01193-8* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367902971
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138541122
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Occupational Health and WellbeingPsychoanalytic Insights into Social, Political, and

Organizational Dynamics Challenges and Opportunities in Theory and Practice
Edited by Andrew Kinder, Rick Hughes and Cary L. Cooper
Series: Current Issues in Work and Organizational Psychology
This book incorporates real-world case studies to show how
organisations and leaders can adapt after the global unrest and
uncertainty caused by the COVID-19 pandemic and more recent
challenges. Drawing from expert opinions across the world to
highlight the current challenges and opportunities within this
sector, it explores how these ideas can be effectively applied
within the workplace. The book is essential reading for senior
executives, leaders and professionals involved in occupational
health, human resources, health, safety and wellbeing, people
support, people development, employee assistance, counselling
as well as students within organisational and occupational

psychology.

Understanding the Age of Trump
Seth Allcorn and Howard F Stein
This fascinating interdisciplinary work explores US politics since
2015 and offers psychodynamic insights into the unconscious
undercurrents of contemporary culture and politics in the United
States. This book is an essential reading for students in
organizational behavior including leadership and how
governments operate, as well as behavioral health professionals
consulting or offering therapy to organizations.

Routledge
RoutledgeMarket: Leadership
Market: Work and Organizational PsychologyAugust 2021: 248pp
December 2022: 248ppHb: 978-1-032-00847-9: $160.00
Hb: 978-1-032-00138-8: $160.00Pb: 978-1-032-00539-3: $39.95
Pb: 978-1-032-00136-4: $39.95eBook: 978-1-003-17608-4
eBook: 978-1-003-17289-5* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032005393
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032001364
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How Groups Encourage MisbehaviorDonald Trump in Historical Perspective

Kevin R Murphy
Series: Applied Psychology Series
How Groups Encourage Misbehavior explores the psychological
and social processes by which groups develop a tolerance for
and even encourage misbehavior. Drawing from decades of
research on social, cognitive and organizational psychology, as
well as a deep well of historical research, this book shows how
commitment to groups, organizations and movements can turn
moral individuals into amoral agents. This valuable text will
especially appeal to practitioners, scholars, and students
interested in ethics in organizations and the intersection
between social psychology and organizational behavior.

Dead Precedents
Edited by Michael Harvey
Series: Leadership: Research and Practice
Donald Trump in Historical Perspective: Dead Precedents is a
collection of essays thatutilizes the thinking of historians,
philosophers, and political scientists to explore historical parallels
to the presidency of Donald J. Trump, the 45

th
 President of the

United States of America. This book is essential reading for
scholars and students in political science, political theory, history,
and leadership. This book is also noteworthy for readers
interested in key developments in contemporary American
democracy.

Routledge
Routledge
Market: Applied Psychology
May 2021: 408ppMarket: Leadership
Hb: 978-0-367-34027-8: $140.00April 2022: 148pp
Pb: 978-0-367-34029-2: $34.95Hb: 978-0-367-62697-6: $160.00
eBook: 978-0-429-32351-5Pb: 978-0-367-62695-2: $52.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367340292eBook: 978-1-003-11036-1

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367626952
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Mental Health in Elite SportUnderstanding Trust in Organizations
Applied Perspectives from Across the GlobeA Multilevel Perspective

Edited by Carsten Hvid Larsen, Karin Moesch, Natalie
Durand-Bush and Kristoffer Henriksen
Series: ISSP Key Issues in Sport and Exercise Psychology
Mental Health in Elite Sport provides afocused, exhaustive
overview of up-to-date mental health research, models, and
approaches in elite sportto provide researchers, practitioners,
coaches, and students with contemporary knowledge and
strategies to address mental health in elite sport across a variety
of contexts. By using a global, multi-contextual analysis to
address mental health in elite sport, this bookis an essential text
for practitioners such as researchers, coaches, athletes, as well
as instructors and students across the sport science and mental

health fields.

Edited by Nicole Gillespie, University of Queensland,
Australia, C. Ashley Fulmer, University of Iowa, USA and Roy
J. Lewicki, The Ohio State University, USA
Series: SIOP Organizational Frontiers Series
Understanding Trust in Organizations examines trust within
organizations from a multilevel perspective, bringing together
internationally renowned trust scholars to advance
understanding of how trust is affected by both macro and micro
forces, such as those operating at the societal, institutional,
network, organizational, group, team, and individual levels.
Providing rich and nuanced insights on how to develop,
maintain, and restore trust in the workplace, this book is a critical

resource for scholars, graduate students, and researchers of Industrial and Organizational
Psychology, as well as practitioners in fields such as Human Resource Management. Routledge

Market: Sport, Exercise and Performance Psychology
May 2021: 150pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42767-2: $140.00

Routledge
Market: Industrial & Organizational Psychology
May 2021: 402pp

Pb: 978-0-367-42768-9: $44.95Hb: 978-1-138-32758-0: $140.00
eBook: 978-0-367-85497-3Pb: 978-1-138-32759-7: $54.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367427689eBook: 978-0-429-44918-5

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138327597
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Fostering the Mental Health of Athletes, Coaches,
and Staff

Winning Habits
How Elite Equestrians Master the Mental Game

Annette Paterakis
A unique and groundbreaking analysis of how to succeed in
equestrian sport, this book unpacks the winning habits of
successful equestrians to form a toolkit for readers to develop
their own winning habits.

An essential read for anyone who would like to learn or improve
their mental game, this book is uniquely suited for equestrian
riders, coaches, and other athletes, as well as supplementary
reading for applied sport psychology courses.

A Systems Approach to Developing a Mentally Healthy Sport
Organization

Charles A. Maher, Graduate School of Applied & Professional
Psychology, Rutgers University
This book describes a systems approach for fostering the mental
health of athletes, coaches, and staff in sport organizations at
professional, collegiate, and secondary school levels. Through
this approach, readers can collaborate effectively with a range
of professionals in sport organizations, helping to create a
mentally healthy entity. Through its unique and important nature
and scope, this book is essential for licensed sport, clinical, and
counseling psychologists as well as other professionals who
communicate and collaborate regarding mental health, including
mental performance consultants, athletic trainers, and
administrators.

Routledge
Market: Sport Psychology
September 2022: 214pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74676-6: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-74674-2: $29.95
eBook: 978-1-003-15901-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367746742

TEXTBOOK • READER
Forensic Psychology

Edited by Neil Gredecki, Alpha Hospitals and Manchester
Metropolitan University, UK and Polly Turner
Series: Topics in Applied Psychology
Drawing on psychological theory and research, this text outlines
the core roles of the forensic psychology profession, providing
students with a broad overview of the field and bringing to life
the work of the forensic psychologists. Written by leading UK
practitioners and researchers working in a range of contexts, it
invites students to reflect on how psychological literature helps
us to understand people in contact with the justice system. As
such, this volume details the contribution of forensic psychology
to a range of presentations and organizational and professional

issues, and is an ideal resource for courses in Forensic Psychology.

Routledge
Market: Sport Psychology / Coaching
December 2021: 170pp
Hb: 978-1-032-06839-8: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-06838-1: $34.95
eBook: 978-1-003-20408-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032068381

Building Consulting Skills for Sport and
Performance Psychology
An International Case Study Collection

Edited by Sarah L. Castillo, Chelsea Butters Wooding, 
Douglas A. Barba and Stiliani "Ani" Chroni
Building Consulting Skills in Sport and Performance Psychology is 
an international compilation of case studies that introduces 
students and young professionals to pertinent issues within a 
variety of performance environments.

With contributions from prominent international practitioners, 
the book offers case studies from a variety of performance 
environments including sport, performing arts and high-risk 
occupations. Each chapter presents a case study and provides 
exploratory questions relating to ethical considerations, 
intervention planning and awareness of diverse themes of race, 
culture, gender, immigration status, disability, among others.

Routledge
Market: Forensic Psychology
December 2021: 252pp
Hb: 978-0-367-86134-6: $160.00

Routledge

Pb: 978-0-367-86132-2: $46.95
Market: Sport and Performance Psychology

eBook: 978-1-003-01710-3
November 2022: 152pp

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367861322
Hb: 978-0-367-54542-0: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-54540-6: $44.95
eBook: 978-1-003-08962-9
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Working with Autistic People in the Criminal Justice
and Forensic Mental Health Systems

Stopping Gender-based Violence in Higher
Education

A Handbook for PractitionersPolicy, Practice, and Partnerships
Edited by Nichola Tyler and Anne Sheeran
Series: Issues in Forensic Psychology
Working with Autistic People in the Criminal Justice and Forensic
Mental Health System: A Handbook for Practitioners is the first book
to focus specifically on the best practice for working with autistic
people in criminal justice and forensic mental health settings.
Integrating current theory, research, and clinical practice, this
book provides a practical guide for multidisciplinary practitioners
working with autistic people who have offended.This book
appeals to a wide audience within the fields of psychology,
psychiatry, nursing, occupational therapy, speech and language
therapy, as well as criminal justice staff (e.g., prison and
probation).

Edited by Clarissa J. Humphreys and Graham J. Towl
Stopping Gender-based Violence in Higher Education provides
a unique insight into gender-based violence at universities and
outlines the path toward tangible changes to prevent it. Bringing
together perspectives from activists, practitioners, and university
administrators, the book presents a diverse range of voices to
constructively critique the field. It is an essential resource for
professionals, academics, and students in Higher Education, as
well as indispensable reading for activists, policy makers, police,
rape crisis groups and other organizations supporting these
universities to make meaningful change in responding to and
preventing gender-based violence.

Routledge
Market: Forensic Psychology Routledge
August 2022: 312pp Market: Forensic Psychology
Hb: 978-1-032-17249-1: $160.00 May 2022: 224pp
Pb: 978-1-032-17247-7: $54.95 Hb: 978-0-367-47830-8: $160.00
eBook: 978-1-003-25247-4 Pb: 978-0-367-47828-5: $29.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032172477 eBook: 978-1-003-03672-2

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367478285
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Risk Assessment in Forensic PracticeTrauma-Informed Forensic Practice

David Crighton
Series: New Frontiers in Forensic Psychology
Risk Assessment in Forensic Practice sets out a concise critical
review of the way in which risk is assessed in current forensic
practice. Setting the area in its historical context, this text outlines
current practice in an accessible and clear format and discusses
major critiques as well as the ways in which current practice
might be developed to improve public protection. Risk
Assessment in Forensic Practice appeals to a wide range of forensic
practitioners including psychologists, psychiatrists, social workers,
mental health nurses, and lawyers. The text is also relevant to
those involved in management and decision making across
forensic settings.

Edited by Phil Willmot and Lawrence Jones
Series: Issues in Forensic Psychology
This book is the first to present a trauma-informed approach to
forensic practice with young people and adults. It describes the
current evidence and understanding of the links between
trauma, adversity and offending, presents a trauma-informed
framework for formulating offending and institutional behaviour,
diagnoses and risk factors. This book is written by forensic
practitioners and service users and is intended both for
practitioners working to develop trauma-informed forensic
services, and for academics and students interested in studying
this developing area of forensic practice.

Routledge
Market: Forensic Psychology Routledge
March 2022: 446pp Market: Forensic Psychology
Hb: 978-0-367-63803-0: $160.00 July 2022: 216pp
Pb: 978-0-367-62691-4: $52.95 Hb: 978-0-367-62267-1: $160.00
eBook: 978-1-003-12076-6 Pb: 978-0-367-62253-4: $39.95
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367626914 eBook: 978-1-003-10866-5

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367622534
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New Perspectives on Arson and FiresettingGlobal Perspectives on Interventions in Forensic

Therapeutic Communities The Human-Fire Relationship
Faye K Horsley
Series: New Frontiers in Forensic Psychology
New Perspectives on Arson and Firesetting is the first forensic text
to move away from a sole focus on anti-social fire setting. The
author presents a broader investigation of the role of fire in
human life with a view to informing research and practice. The
forensic scope, applied focus, and emphasis on the importance
of interdisciplinary research and practice makes this book
essential reading for students in fields such as anthropology,
sociology, criminology, and psychology, as well as
interdisciplinary scholars, forensic practitioners, and allied
professionals.

A Practitioner’s Guide
Edited by Geraldine Akerman and Richard Shuker, HM
Prison Grendon, UK
Series: Issues in Forensic Psychology
Global Perspectives on Interventions in Forensic Therapeutic
Communities: A Practitioner’s Guide explores the validity and
effectiveness of secure settings as therapeutic communities
(TCs). Rooted in practice, this book examines the transferability
of approaches within international TCs to other forensic settings,
while considering how the environment contributes to
effectiveness. This ground-breaking book is valuable reading for
forensic and clinical psychologists, counsellors, social workers,
and psychiatrists working in secure prison or rehabilitation

settings, as well as students in these fields.

Routledge
Market: Forensic Psychology
September 2021: 132pp
Hb: 978-0-367-40710-0: $140.00Routledge
Pb: 978-0-367-40709-4: $46.95Market: Forensic Psychology
eBook: 978-0-367-80864-8February 2022: 320pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367407094Hb: 978-0-367-32238-0: $160.00

Pb: 978-0-367-32239-7: $39.95
eBook: 978-0-429-31746-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367322397
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Forensic Mental Health Assessment in Criminal
Contexts

The Art and Science of Expert Witness Testimony
A Multidisciplinary Guide for Professionals

Karen Postal
This innovative compilation of research is essential reading for
professionals and practitioners, such as physicians, engineers,
accountants, and scientists, that may find themselves experts
in a courtroom. The Art and Science of Expert Witness Testimony
provides a unique experience for readers, akin to being
personally mentored by over eighty-five attorneys, judges, and
seasoned experts as they share their observations, insights, and
strategies—not to "win" as a defense, prosecution, or plaintiff
expert, but to be productive in helping jurors and other triers of
fact do their difficult intellectual job in deciding a case.

Routledge

Key Concepts and Cases
Noah K Kaufman, Shane S Bush, Nicole R. Schneider and
Scotia J. Hicks
This valuable compendium advances the understanding of
mental health case law, making it highly accessible to practicing
forensic professionals which is divided into two parts.

Routledge
Market: Forensic Psychology
September 2021: 228pp

February 2022: 382ppHb: 978-0-367-49161-1: $160.00
Hb: 978-0-367-64508-3: $160.00Pb: 978-0-367-49159-8: $56.95
Pb: 978-0-367-64499-4: $59.95eBook: 978-1-003-04482-6
eBook: 978-0-367-64509-0* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367491598
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367644994
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Neuropsychological Aspects of Brain Injury
Litigation

Child to Parent Aggression and Violence
A Guidebook for Parents and Practitioners

Hue San Kuay and Graham Towl
Series: New Frontiers in Forensic Psychology
Child to Parent Aggression and Violence is an essential read for
practitioners and researchers working with parents, and most
importantly, for parents themselves. This book includes
suggestions for interventions, self-assessment on parent-directed
aggression by children, and points of contact as reference to
ease the process for both parents and practitioners.

Routledge

A Medicolegal Handbook for Lawyers and Clinicians
Edited by Phil S. Moore,
psychologyassesssment@yahoo.co.uk Undeliverable Oct
20. Case 1687269, Shereen Brifcani and Andrew
Worthington
This accessible handbook focuses on the importance of
neuropsychological evidence and the role of the
neuropsychologist as expert witness in brain injury litigation.
Combining the scientific and legal background with practical
tips and case examples, this book is valuable reading for legal
professionals, particularly those working in personal injury and
clinical negligence, as well as trainees, students and clinicians
in the field of neuropsychology, neurorehabilitation and clinical
psychology.

Market: Forensic Psychology
June 2021: 152pp
Hb: 978-0-367-20093-0: $140.00 Routledge
Pb: 978-0-367-20095-4: $46.95 December 2021: 254pp
eBook: 978-0-429-25956-2 Hb: 978-0-367-61627-4: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367200954 Pb: 978-0-367-56958-7: $54.95

eBook: 978-1-003-10576-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367569587

2nd Edition • NEW EDITIONDummy text to keep placeholder
A Handbook of Geriatric NeuropsychologyA Casebook of Mental Capacity in US Legislation
Practice EssentialsAssessment and Legal Commentary

Edited by Shane S. Bush and Brian P. Yochim
Series: Studies on Neuropsychology, Neurology and Cognition
A Handbook of Geriatric Neuropsychology brings together experts
in the field to integrate the knowledge and skills needed to
understand and treat older adults who are experiencing
problems with memory and other thinking skills.This book is a
go-to resource for psychologists who serve older adults with
known or suspected cognitive problems, as well as those who
are invested in promoting brain wellness. It provides the
information needed to establish and improve functional
competencies in geriatric neuropsychology and establish
practices that are personally and professionally rewarding, all
aimed at promoting the understanding and wellbeing of older

adults.

Edited by Lynn A. Schaefer, Nassau University Medical
Center, N.Y. and Thomas J. Farrer, Duke University Medical
Center, Durham, NC
A Casebook of Mental Capacity in US Legislation: Assessment and
Legal Commentary employs an applied and accessible approach
to the assessment of mental capacity. Through the use of rich
vignettes and case examples, the text provides legal commentary
to illustrate state laws and ethical principles from varied
decision-making capacities in distinct settings to fortify its
assessment.

The case presentations and legal commentary underline key
areas such as the capacity to consent to medical treatment,

make welfare decisions, enter into a sexual relationship, make financial decisions, make or
revoke a will, litigate and make a contract, and stand a trial.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Neuropsychology / MedicineMarket: Clinical Neuropsychology/ Law
July 2022: 568ppJune 2022: 230pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55452-1: $160.00Hb: 978-0-367-68489-1: $240.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56952-5: $69.95Pb: 978-0-367-68487-7: $94.95
eBook: 978-1-003-10005-8eBook: 978-1-003-13777-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367569525* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367684877
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Sleep and Brain InjuryA Neuropsychologist’s Guide to Training

Psychometrists Crawford M. Thomas
This ground-breaking book binds together a contemporary
understanding of sleep and brain injury, pairing empirical
understanding through clinical practice with extensive
up-to-date research, to provide a deeply considered approach
to these overlapping topics. This new approach highlights how
sleep can affect the specific functional effects of brain injury and
how brain injury can exacerbate some of the specific functional
effects of sleep problems, thus having the potential to transform
the field of neurorehabilitation. It is essential reading for
professionals working with brain injury and postgraduate
students in clinical neuropsychology.

Promoting Competence in Psychological Testing
Christine S. Ghilain
A Neuropsychologist's Guide to Training Psychometrists: Promoting
Competence in Psychological Testing provides a framework for
busy neuropsychologists faced with training their newly-hired
psychometrist. It supplies concrete guidelines and provides a
roadmap for training that can be customized to any practice,
department, or clinic setting. This book is an indispensable guide
for neuropsychologists looking to instill high standards of
competence in their hired professionals, and for those involved
in training graduate students who are just learning to administer
cognitive tests.

Routledge

Routledge
Market: Neuropsychology
November 2021: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-18896-2: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-18899-3: $39.95Market: Neuropsychology
eBook: 978-0-429-19906-6December 2021: 160pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367188993Hb: 978-0-367-56498-8: $160.00

Pb: 978-0-367-56497-1: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09801-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367564971
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Clinical Disorders of Social CognitionCultural Diversity in Neuropsychological

Assessment Edited by Skye McDonald
The book provides contemporary neuroscientific theories of
social cognition in a wide range of conditions across the lifespan.
Taking a trans-diagnostic approach to understanding these
disorders, it discusses how they present in different conditions,
ranging from brain injury to neurodevelopmental disorders
and psychiatric conditions. It is essential reading for clinicians
who work with people with clinical disorders. It will also appeal
to students and professionals in Clinical Neuropsychology,
Speech and Language Pathology and researchers who are
interested in learning more about the social brain and
understanding how evidence from clinical conditions can inform
this.

Developing Understanding through Global Case Studies
Edited by Farzin Irani
The handbook provides a platform for profesionals to bridge
cultures and speak to each other about the ethnically diverse
communities they serve throughout the world. It allows readers
to examine how they worked with diverse individuals from
indigenous and migrant communities.

It provides an invaluable clinical resource for neuropsychologists,
psychologists, and trainees. It increases self-reflection about
multicultural awareness and knowledge, highlights practical
ways to provide culturally aware neuropsychological and
psychological assessments, and sparks further discussion for

professional and personal growth in this area.
Routledge
Market: Neuropsychology
September 2021: 404pp

Routledge Hb: 978-0-367-46120-1: $160.00
Market: Neuropsychology Pb: 978-0-367-46119-5: $46.95
February 2022: 746pp eBook: 978-1-003-02703-4
Hb: 978-0-367-50929-3: $160.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367461195
Pb: 978-0-367-50926-2: $99.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05186-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367509262
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Reconstructing Identity After Brain InjuryUnderstanding Cross-Cultural Neuropsychology
A Search for Hope and Optimism After Maxillofacial and NeurosurgeryScience, Testing, and Challenges

Stijn Geerinck
Series: After Brain Injury: Survivor Stories
This book tells the remarkable story of Stijn Geerinck and his
journey from road traffic accident to recovery. After he was hit
by a drunk driver whilst cycling, Stijn suffered a traumatic brain
injury and had to undergo drastic maxillofacial and neurosurgery.
In his own words, this book narrates his difficult recovery,
focusing on the physical, medical, mental, social and financial
changes he had to endure. It is essential reading for any
professional involved in neuropsychological rehabilitation, and
all those touched by this condition.

Routledge

Edited by Alberto Luis Fernández and Jonathan Evans
Series: Current Issues in Neuropsychology
This book thoroughly examines the meaning of culture in the
context of neuropsychology, focusing on the fundamental
neuroscience underlying how different aspects of culture
influence neuropsychological test performance, and how that
is related to brain functioning. This book is essential reading for
neuropsychologists and related practitioners working with
culturally diverse clients, who need a good grasp of the cultural
impacts on neuropsychological test performance when assessing
clients from different cultural, linguistic, and educational
backgrounds.

Routledge
Market: Neuropsychology Market: Neuropsychology
March 2022: 198pp March 2022: 146pp
Hb: 978-0-367-50840-1: $160.00 Hb: 978-1-032-07054-4: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-50838-8: $46.95 Pb: 978-1-032-03649-6: $26.95
eBook: 978-1-003-05149-7 eBook: 978-1-003-20514-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367508388 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032036496
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Psychology in Diabetes Care and PracticeHealth Psychology in Clinical Practice

Val Wilson
This is an indispensable guide to diabetes care and practice,
providing a thorough overview of the main issues that health
professionals should keep in mind when treating someone with
the condition, and how psychology plays a key role in diabetes
self-management. Psychology in Diabetes Care and Practice
enables the provision of support to reduce psychological distress
and improve diabetes self-management. It helps patients to
learn more about how best to manage their condition, as well
as health professionals wanting to find appropriate ways to
facilitate self-management.

Routledge

Edited by Mark J. Forshaw
Health Psychology in Clinical Practice provides a collection of
first-hand accounts from several of the most established and
experienced clinically working health psychologists in the UK
explaining what they do, how they do it, and why their work is
important. This book is an essential resource as a crucial snapshot
of practice in the discipline in the UK and will additionally
support trainees and those seeking a career in health psychology
centered on practice rather than research or teaching.

Routledge
Market: Health PsychologyMarket: Health Psychology
February 2022: 206ppNovember 2021: 176pp
Hb: 978-1-032-19649-7: $160.00Hb: 978-0-367-63733-0: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-19647-3: $39.95Pb: 978-0-367-63731-6: $26.95
eBook: 978-1-003-26021-9eBook: 978-1-003-12046-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032196473* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367637316
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A Breast Cancer Guide For Spouses, Partners,
Friends, and Family

The Psychology of Cardiovascular Illness
Interventions, Ethics, and Best Practice

Mark P. Blanchard and Steven Abell
This important book shows those working with clinical
populations how to develop an understanding of the psychology
of patients with cardiovascular problems to support appropriate
medical care. Based on the latest research, this book offers
suggestions about how to approach cardiovascular disease
holistically in multidisciplinary medical settings. This book will
be of interest to anyone interested in furthering their knowledge
about the complex interplay between cardiovascular problems
and mental health conditions, especially clinical health
psychologists who collaborate with social workers, primary care
physicians, cardiologists, and surgeons alike.

Routledge

Using Psychology to Support Those We Care About
Stephen N. Haynes, Luanna H. Meyer and Ian M. Evans
This practical, science-based book focuses on helping partners,
family and friends understand breast cancer. It guides them in
how to provide the best emotional and practical support when
helping someone with breast cancer to cope, recover and thrive,
while maintaining their own physical and psychological health.
It is essential reading for all those who want to help and support
a loved one with breast cancer. It is also useful for training
healthcare professionals in how to support partners.

Routledge
Market: Health Psychology
March 2022: 204pp

December 2021: 258ppHb: 978-0-367-64640-0: $160.00
Hb: 978-1-032-04650-1: $59.95Pb: 978-0-367-64638-7: $59.95
Pb: 978-1-032-04649-5: $24.95eBook: 978-1-003-12559-4
eBook: 978-1-003-19408-8* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367646387
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032046495
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How to Improve Doctor-Patient ConnectionEvaluating the Brain Disease Model of Addiction
Using Psychology to Optimize Healthcare InteractionsEdited by Nick Heather, Matt Field, Antony C. Moss and

Sally Satel
This ground-breaking book advances the fundamental debate
about the nature of addiction. As well as presenting the case for
seeing addiction as a brain disease, it brings together all the
most cogent and penetrating critiques of the brain disease
model of addiction (BDMA) and the main grounds for being
skeptical of BDMA claims. The result is a landmark volume in the
study of addiction which will be essential reading for advanced
students and researchers in addiction as well as professionals
such as medical practitioners, psychiatrists, psychologists of all
varieties, and social workers.

Christine J. Ko
How to Improve Doctor-Patient Connection offers actionable steps
for improving communication between health professionals
and patients based on visual, auditory, and emotional
understanding from the principles of cognitive psychology. By
integrating the perspectives of both doctors and patients and
applying a psychological lens, this text is invaluable to healthcare
practitioners, students of medicine, healthcare, biology, and
related fields, and anyone looking to improve their own or other’s
quality of doctor-patient interactions and overall healthcare
experience.

Routledge

Routledge
March 2022: 572pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47004-3: $250.00 Market: Psychology
Pb: 978-0-367-47006-7: $79.95 October 2021: 306pp
eBook: 978-1-003-03276-2 Hb: 978-0-367-76945-1: $160.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367470067 Pb: 978-0-367-76947-5: $29.95

eBook: 978-1-003-16906-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367769475
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Selling Immunity Self, Culture and Economy in
Healthcare and Medicine

Mark Davis
Series: Critical Approaches to Health
Selling Immunity: Self, Culture and Economy in Healthcare and
Medicine studies the ways in which immunity shapes life.
Through its up-to-date discussion of immunity cultures,
alongside detailed real-world examples, the book demonstrates
how immunity is enmeshed in concepts of possessive
individualism, self-defence and health consumerism. This book
is essential reading for professionals within the fields of
psychology, sociology, biomedical science, healthcare and other
related disciplines. A broader audience will appreciate the book’s
attention on the ways immunity is understood to be a personal
possession, an object of life craft, and the basis for healthcare

consumerism.

Routledge
March 2022: 160pp
Hb: 978-0-367-42235-6: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-40981-4: $44.95
eBook: 978-0-367-81031-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367409814
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TEXTBOOK • READER5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • NEW EDITION
Network Psychometrics with RStatistics in Plain English
A Guide for Behavioral and Social ScientistsTimothy C. Urdan, Santa Clara University

Statistics in Plain English is a straightforward, conversational
introduction to statistics that delivers exactly what its title
promises. Each chapter begins with a brief overview of a statistic
that describes what the statistic does and when to use it,
followed by a detailed step-by-step explanation of how the
statistic works and exactly what information it provides. Chapters
also include an example of the statistic (or statistics) in use in
real-world research, "Worked Examples," "Writing It Up" sections
that demonstrate how to write about each statistic, "Wrapping
Up and Looking Forward" sections, and practice work problems.

Edited by Adela-Maria Isvoranu, Sacha Epskamp, Lourens
Waldorp and Denny Borsboom, University of Amsterdam
A systematic, innovative introduction to the field of network
analysis, Network Psychometrics with R: A Guide for Behavioral and
Social Scientists provides a comprehensive overview of and guide
to both the theoretical foundations of network psychometrics
as well as modelling techniques developed from this perspective.
Written by pioneers in the field, this textbook showcases
cutting-edge methods in an easily accessible format,
accompanied by problem sets and code. It is ideal for instructors
and students of undergraduate and graduate level courses and
workshops in the field of network psychometrics as well as

established researchers looking to master new methods.

Routledge
Market: Statistics
March 2022: 322pp
Hb: 978-0-367-34282-1: $170.00

Routledge
Market: Research Methods and Statistics
March 2022: 260pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62876-5: $160.00

Pb: 978-0-367-34283-8: $42.95
eBook: 978-1-003-00645-9
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-83834-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367342838

Pb: 978-0-367-61294-8: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-003-11123-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367612948

2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Categorical Data Analysis for the Behavioral and
Social Sciences

Multilevel and Longitudinal Modeling with IBM
SPSS

Razia Azen, The University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee, USA
and Cindy M. Walker, The University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee, USA
Featuring a practical approach with numerous examples, the
second editionfocuses on helping the reader develop a
conceptual understanding of categorical methods, making it a
much more accessible text than others on the market. The
authors cover common categorical analysis methods and
emphasize specific research questions that can be addressed
by each analytic procedure, including how to obtain results
using SPSS, SAS, and R, so that readers are able to address the
research questions they wish to answer. This book is ideal for

Ronald H. Heck, University of Hawaii, Manoa, Scott L.
Thomas, University of Vermont, USA and Lynn N. Tabata,
University of Hawaii, Manoa
Series: Quantitative Methodology Series
This text demonstrates how to use the multilevel- and
longitudinal-modeling techniques available in IBM SPSS (Version
26). Adopting a workbook format, the text walks readers through
setting up, running, and interpreting a variety of different types
of multilevel and longitudinal models using the linear
mixed-effects model (MIXED and GENLINMIXED) platforms in
SPSS. This text is an essential resource for graduate students

taking courses on multilevel, longitudinal, and latent variable modeling, multivariate
statistics, or advanced quantitative techniques. graduate students of psychology, educational psychology, human development and family

studies, sociology, public health, and business.
Routledge

RoutledgeMarket: Statistics
Market: StatisticsApril 2022: 494pp
May 2021: 326ppHb: 978-0-367-42460-2: $190.00
Hb: 978-0-367-35274-5: $160.00Pb: 978-0-367-42461-9: $56.95
Pb: 978-0-367-35276-9: $105.00eBook: 978-0-367-82427-3
eBook: 978-0-429-33030-8Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-81711-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367352769* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367424619

3rd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Detection TheoryA Beginner's Guide to Structural Equation Modeling
A User's GuideTiffany A. Whittaker and Randall E. Schumacker, University

of Alabama, USA
A Beginner’s Guide to Structural Equation Modeling, fifth edition,
has been redesigned with consideration of a true beginner in
structural equation modeling (SEM) in mind. The book covers
introductory through intermediate topics in SEM in more detail
than in any previous edition. This book is intended for true
beginners in structural equation modeling and is designed for
introductory graduate courses in structural equation modeling
taught in psychology, education, business, and the social and
healthcare sciences. This book also appeals to researchers and
faculty in various disciplines. Prerequisites include correlation

and regression methods.

Michael J. Hautus, University of Auckland, New Zealand,
Neil A. Macmillan, University of Massachusetts Amherst and
C. Douglas Creelman
Detection Theory: A User’s Guide is an introduction to one of the
most important tools for the analysis of data where choices must
be made, and performance is not perfect. In these cases,
detection theory can transform judgments about subjective
experiences, such as perceptions and memories, into quantitative
data ready for analysis and modeling. This modern summary of
signal detection theory is both a self-contained reference work
for users and a readable text for graduate students and
researchers learning the material either in courses or on their

own.Routledge
Market: Statistics
May 2022: 418pp
Hb: 978-0-367-49015-7: $160.00

Routledge
Market: Psychology
September 2021: 452pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36009-4: $160.00

Pb: 978-0-367-47796-7: $79.95
eBook: 978-1-003-04401-7

Pb: 978-1-138-32085-7: $79.95Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-81193-5
eBook: 978-1-003-20363-6* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367477967
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-805-84231-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138320857
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Handbook of Computational Social Science, Volume
2

Higher-Order Growth Curves and Mixture Modeling
with Mplus

Data Science, Statistical Modelling, and Machine Learning MethodsA Practical Guide
Edited by Uwe Engel, University of Bremen, Germany,
Anabel Quan-Haase, Sunny Xun Liu and Lars Lyberg
Series: European Association of Methodology Series
This handbook is a comprehensive reference source for scholars
across multiple disciplines. It outlines key debates in the field,
showcasing novel statistical modeling and machine learning
methods, and draws from specific case studies to demonstrate
the opportunities and challenges in CSS approaches. With its
broad coverage of perspectives (theoretical, methodological,
computational), international scope, and interdisciplinary
approach, this important resource is integral reading for
advanced undergraduates, postgraduates and researchers

Kandauda A.S. Wickrama, Tae Kyoung Lee, University of
Georgia, USA, Catherine Walker O’Neal, University of
Georgia, USA and Frederick O. Lorenz
Series: Multivariate Applications Series
This practical introduction to second-order and growth mixture
models using Mplus introduces simple and complex techniques
through incremental steps.

This text is ideal for use in graduate courses or workshops on
advanced structural equation, multilevel, longitudinal or latent
variable modeling, latent growth curve and mixture modeling,
factor analysis, multivariate statistics, or advanced quantitative
techniques (methods) across the social and behaviorial sciences.

engaging with computational methods across the social sciences, as well as those within
the scientific and engineering sectors.Routledge

Market: Statistics
November 2021: 346pp
Hb: 978-0-367-74620-9: $160.00

Routledge
Market: Research Methods and Statistics
November 2021: 434pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45780-8: $200.00

Pb: 978-0-367-71126-9: $64.95
eBook: 978-1-003-15876-9

Pb: 978-1-032-07770-3: $64.95Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-92515-1
eBook: 978-1-003-02524-5* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367711269
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032077703

Dummy text to keep placeholderTEXTBOOK • READER
The Method of Multiple HypothesesInterpreting Statistics for Beginners
A Guide for Professional and Academic ResearchersA Guide for Behavioural and Social Scientists

Charles S. Reichardt
This book illustrates the method of multiple hypotheses with
detailed examples and describes the limitations facing all
methods (including the method of multiple hypotheses) as the
means for constructing knowledge about nature. The author
also explicates some of the most foundational ideas in
philosophy of science including the notions of the
underdetermination of theory by data, the Duhem-Quine thesis,
and the theory-ladenness of observation. This book will be
important reading for advanced undergraduates, graduates,
and professional researchers across the social, behavioral and
natural sciences wanting to understand this method and how
to apply to their field of interest.

Vladimir Hedrih and Andjelka Hedrih
Interpreting Statistics for Beginners teaches readers to correctly
read and interpret results of basic statistical procedures as they
are presented in scientific literature, and to understand what
they can and cannot infer from such results.

Written in an easy-to-read style and focusing on explaining
concepts behind statistical calculations, the book is most helpful
for readers with no previous training in statistics, and also those
wishing to bridge the conceptual gap between doing the
statistical calculations and interpreting the results.

Routledge
Market: Research Methods and Statistics
February 2022: 204pp
Hb: 978-0-367-62051-6: $160.00

Routledge
Market: Research Methods and Statistics
October 2021: 112ppPb: 978-0-367-61852-0: $42.95
Hb: 978-1-032-05623-4: $160.00eBook: 978-1-003-10771-2
Pb: 978-1-032-05460-5: $64.95* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367618520
eBook: 978-1-003-19841-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032054605
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A Step-by-Step Guide to Exploratory Factor Analysis
with SPSS

Handbook of Computational Social Science, Volume
1

Marley W. Watkins
This is a concise, easy to use, step-by-step guide for applied
researchers conducting exploratory factor analysis (EFA) using
SPSS. This is a valuable resource for upper-level undergraduate
and postgraduate students, as well as for more experienced
researchers undertaking multivariate or structure equation
modeling courses across the behavioral, medical, and social
sciences.

Routledge

Theory, Case Studies and Ethics
Edited by Uwe Engel, University of Bremen, Germany,
Anabel Quan-Haase, Sunny Xun Liu and Lars E Lyberg
Series: European Association of Methodology Series
This handbook is a comprehensive reference source for scholars
across multiple disciplines. It outlines key debates in the field,
showcasing novel statistical modeling and machine learning
methods, and draws from specific case studies to demonstrate
the opportunities and challenges in CSS approaches. With its
broad coverage of perspectives (theoretical, methodological,
computational), international scope, and interdisciplinary
approach, this important resource is integral reading for
advanced undergraduates, postgraduates and researchers Market: Research Methods and Statistics

engaging with computational methods across the social sciences, as well as those within
the scientific and engineering sectors.

June 2021: 222pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71111-5: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-71031-6: $52.95Routledge

Market: Research Methods and Statistics
November 2021: 416pp
Hb: 978-0-367-45653-5: $200.00

eBook: 978-1-003-14934-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367710316

Pb: 978-0-367-45652-8: $64.95
eBook: 978-1-003-02458-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367456528
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2nd EditionDummy text to keep placeholder
Introduction to Theory-Driven Program EvaluationAdvanced Multitrait-Multimethod Analyses for the

Behavioral and Social Sciences Culturally Responsive and Strengths-Focused Applications
Stewart I. Donaldson
Introduction to Theory-Drive Programming provides a clear guide
for practicing evaluation science, and numerous examples of
how these evaluations actually unfold in contemporary practice.
A special emphasis is placed how to conduct theory-program
evaluations that are culturally responsive and strengths-focused.
The volume is of significant value to practicing evaluators,
professors of introductory evaluation courses and their students,
advanced undergraduate and graduate students, and serves as
a text or a supplementary text for a wide range of evaluation
and applied research courses.

Routledge
Market: Research Methods and Statistics
September 2021: 308pp
Hb: 978-0-367-37352-8: $160.00

Edited by Jonathan Lee Helm
Series: European Association of Methodology Series
This book summarizes a range of new analytic tools for
multitrait-multimethod (MTMM) data. Providing an expository
yet accessible approach to cutting-edge developments for
MTMM analysis, a selection of quantitative researchers reveal
their recent contributions to the field including non-technical
summaries and empirical examples.This book will serve as a
stepping stone for applied researchers seeking to adopt MTMM
analysis into their program of research, and will be relevant to
researchers, both within a professional and academic context,
across the social and behavioral sciences.

Routledge
Market: Research Methods and Statistics
July 2021: 242pp
Hb: 978-0-367-33644-8: $155.00 Pb: 978-0-367-37353-5: $66.95
Pb: 978-0-367-33642-4: $55.95 eBook: 978-0-429-35327-7
eBook: 978-0-429-32098-9 Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-805-84671-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367336424 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367373535

STUDENT REFERENCEDummy text to keep placeholder
A Journey into Open Science and Research
Transparency in Psychology

A Step-by-Step Guide to Exploratory Factor Analysis
with Stata

Jon Grahe
A Journey into Open Science and Research Transparency in
Psychology introduces the open science movement from
psychology through a narrative that integrates song lyrics,
National Parks, and concerns about Diversity, Social Justice, and
Sustainability. Along the way, readers receive practical guidance
on how to plan and share their research matching the ideals of
Scientific Transparency. This short book is intended as a
supplemental text for research methods courses or just a fun
and informative exploration of the fundamental topics associated
with the "Replication Crisis in Psychology" and the resulting
movement to increase scientific transparency in methods.

Marley W. Watkins
This is a concise, easy to use, step-by-step guide for applied
researchers conducting exploratory factor analysis (EFA) using
Stata. This is a valuable resource for upper level undergraduate
and postgraduate students, as well as for more experienced
researchers undertaking multivariate or structure equation
modeling courses across the behavioral, medical, and social
sciences.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Research Methods and Statistics
August 2021: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-367-47159-0: $160.00

Market: Research Methods and Statistics
September 2021: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-367-71099-6: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-71032-3: $52.95 Pb: 978-0-367-46459-2: $39.95
eBook: 978-1-003-14928-6 eBook: 978-1-003-03385-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367710323 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367464592

STUDENT REFERENCEDummy text to keep placeholder
Psychological StatisticsHermeneutic Approaches to Interpretive Research
The BasicsDissertations In a Different Key

Thomas J. Faulkenberry
Series: The Basics
Psychological Statistics: The Basics is an accessible guidebook
which will walk the reader through the core logic of statistical
inference and provide a solid grounding in the techniques
necessary to analyse data in the psychological and behavioural
sciences. This is an ideal introduction for first-year
undergraduates in the psychological and behaviorial sciences
(including neuroscience), as well as A-level and high school
students approaching psychological statistics for the first time.

Routledge

Edited by Philip Cushman
Series: Advances in Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
This unique and insightful book brings together a collection of
impactful essays written by former psychology doctoral students
that feature hermeneutics as a method of qualitative inquiry.
This is an illuminating reading for graduate students and scholars
curious about the hermeneutic approach to research, particularly
those engaged in fields like theoretical psychology, clinical
psychology, psychotherapy, mental health, cultural history, and
social work.

Routledge
Market: Research Methods and StatisticsMarket: Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology / Research Methods
April 2022: 122ppAugust 2021: 236pp
Hb: 978-1-032-02096-9: $115.00Hb: 978-0-367-69044-1: $160.00
Pb: 978-1-032-02095-2: $22.95Pb: 978-0-367-68689-5: $52.95
eBook: 978-1-003-18182-8eBook: 978-1-003-14017-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032020952* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367686895
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STUDENT REFERENCE
The Student Survival Guide for Research Methods
in Psychology

Ross A. Seligman and Lindsay A. Mitchell
An accessible and useful primer text for all psychology students
undertaking research methods courses which will be particularly
helpful for new undergraduate students. The authors present
clear step-by-step instructions which will help students hone
the basic tools to succeed and thrive in their research methods
classes and navigate common pitfalls. The book covers core
practical skills, like formatting and writing at an APA standard,
understanding research literature (particularly academic journals),
using SPSS, and broader skills like how to communicate with
your professor, time management and teamwork skills.

Routledge
Market: Research Methods and Statistics
September 2021: 128pp
Hb: 978-0-367-56803-0: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-56251-9: $26.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09936-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367562519
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2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
An Evidence-based Guide to College and University
Teaching

Introduction to Psychological Science
Integrating Behavioral, Neuroscience and Evolutionary Perspectives

William J. Ray, Pennsylvania State University
Introduction to Psychological Science provides students with an
accessible, comprehensive and engaging overview of the field
of scientific psychology. It expertly incorporates a variety of
perspectives ranging from neuroscience to cultural perspectives
at an introductory level. Reflecting the latest APA Guidelines
concerning the essential elements of an introductory psychology
course, this text is core reading for all undergraduate introductory
psychology students.

Routledge
Market: Introductory Psychology / Biopsychology / Neuropsychology
July 2021: 804pp
Hb: 978-0-367-69778-5: $450.00

Developing the Model Teacher
Aaron S. Richmond, Metropolitan State University of Denver,
USA, Guy A. Boysen, McKendree University, USA and Regan
A. R. Gurung, University of Wisconsin , USA
An Evidence-based Guide to College and University Teaching
outlines a definition of "model teaching" based on research
evidence and accepted best practices in high education.
Teachers at all levels of skill and experience can benefit from
clear, objective guidelines for defining and measuring quality
teaching. To fulfil this need, this book outlines six fundamental
areas of teaching competency—model teaching
characteristics—and provides detailed definitions of each
characteristic. The book is useful for teachers, trainers, and
administrators responsible for promoting excellence in college

teaching.
Pb: 978-0-367-69359-6: $150.00
eBook: 978-1-003-14319-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367693596 Routledge

Market: Teaching in Higher Education
November 2021: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-367-63535-0: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-62984-7: $54.95
eBook: 978-1-003-11956-2
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-91525-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367629847

TEXTBOOK • READER5th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Building Your Career in PsychologySimply Psychology

Marie S. Hammond and Peggy Brady-Amoon
Building Your Career in Psychology is a new practical, aspirational,
and experiential book designed to help readers make informed
decisions about their college, career, and life success.

Featuring the best practices in facilitating career decision-making
and planning, this book is a must read for undergraduate and
graduate students in Psychology courses as well as anyone
interested in a career in psychology.

Routledge
Market: Introductory Psychology
November 2021: 270pp
Hb: 978-0-367-27498-6: $160.00

Michael W. Eysenck, Emeritus Professor of Psychology in
the psychology department at Royal Holloway University
of London, UK
Simply Psychology, fith edition, is an engaging and reader-friendly
introduction to the key principles of psychology, organized
around the major approaches to the subject. This thoroughly
updated fifth edition includes new quizzes, updated further
reading advice, an extra chapter on clinical psychology, an
expanded section on quantitative research methods, along with
additional coverage of popular topics like sleep. An ideal text
for students new to psychology and those in related fields such
as nursing, social work and the social sciences.

Routledge
Market: Introductory Psychology
March 2022: 558pp
Hb: 978-0-367-60785-2: $160.00 Pb: 978-0-367-27499-3: $42.95
Pb: 978-0-367-55015-8: $52.95 eBook: 978-0-429-29641-3
eBook: 978-1-003-10049-2 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367274993
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-1-138-69896-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367550158

TEXTBOOK • READERTEXTBOOK • READER
An Introduction to Evolutionary Cognitive
Archaeology

Introductory Psychology in Modules
Understanding Our Heads, Hearts, and Hands

Brett Pelham and David Boninger
Introductory Psychology in Modules: Understanding Our Heads,
Hearts, and Hands is a unique and comprehensive introduction
to psychology. It consists of 36 short modules that keep students
engaged with humor, a narrative style, and hands-on activities
that facilitate interactive learning and critical thinking. By
covering both classic and contemporary topics, this book will
delight students and instructors alike. The modular format also
makes this a useful supplementary text for classes in nursing,
medicine, social work, policing, and sociology.

Routledge

Thomas Wynn and Frederick L. Coolidge
An Introduction to Evolutionary Cognitive Archaeology is the first
concise introduction that lays out the epistemological
foundations of evolutionary cognitive archaeology in a way that
is accessible to students. The book includes: a clear definition
of cognitive archaeology, explaining the two major ‘schools’ of
thought; the core elements of cognitive archaeological research;
and a substantial review of the reason(s) for the extinction of
Neandertals, through the lens of cognitive archaeology. It is an
essential text for undergraduate students, graduate students,
and scholars across the behavioral and social sciences interested
in learning about cognitive archaeology.

Routledge
Market: Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
April 2022: 136pp
Hb: 978-0-367-85695-3: $160.00

Market: Introductory Psychology
November 2020: 638pp
Hb: 978-0-367-41821-2: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-41827-4: $66.95

Pb: 978-0-367-85694-6: $54.95eBook: 978-0-367-81636-0
eBook: 978-1-003-01448-5* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367418274
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367856946
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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Ethical Visions of PsychotherapyRoutledge International Handbook of Theoretical

and Philosophical Psychology Kevin R Smith
Series: Advances in Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
The standard view of psychotherapy as a treatment for mental
disorders can obscure how therapy functions as a social practice
that promotes conceptions of human well-being. Building on
the philosophy of Charles Taylor, Smith examines the link
between therapy and ethics, and the roots of therapeutic aims
in modern Western ideas about living well.

A key text for upper level undergraduates, postgraduate
students, and professionals in the fields of psychotherapy,
psychoanalysis, theoretical psychology, and philosophy of mind.

Routledge

Critiques, Problems, and Alternatives to Psychological Ideas
Edited by Brent D. Slife, Stephen C. Yanchar, Brigham
Young University, USA and Frank C. Richardson
Series: Routledge International Handbooks
Routledge International Handbook of Theoretical and Philosophical
Psychology is a compilation of works by leading scholars in
theoretical and philosophical psychology that offers critical
analyses of, and alternatives to, current theories and philosophies
typically taken for granted in mainstream psychology. This
handbook will be a valuable resource for postgraduates and
scholars of theoretical psychology, philosophy of the mind and
history of psychology.

Routledge
Market: Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
February 2022: 112pp

Market: Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology Hb: 978-0-367-48030-1: $59.95
December 2021: 628pp Pb: 978-0-367-52495-1: $21.95
Hb: 978-0-367-46565-0: $250.00 eBook: 978-1-003-03914-3
eBook: 978-1-003-03651-7 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367524951
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367465650

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Therapeutic Ethics in Context and in DialogueWilliam James’s Pluralism

Kevin R Smith
Series: Advances in Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
The standard view of psychotherapy as a treatment for mental
disorders can obscure how therapy functions as a social practice
that promotes conceptions of human well-being. Building on
the philosophy of Charles Taylor, Smith examines the link
between therapy and ethics, and the roots of therapeutic aims
in modern Western ideas about living well.

A key text for upper level undergraduates, postgraduate
students, and professionals in the fields of psychotherapy,
psychoanalysis, theoretical psychology, and philosophy of mind.

Routledge

An Antidote for Contemporary Extremism and Absolutism
Wayne Viney
William James’s Pluralism: An Antidote for Contemporary Extremism
and Absolutism explores extremism and the related problem of
absolutism in the context of the psychology and philosophy of
William James. Written in a non-technical manner to appeal to
the general public—just as William James hoped for his
pluralistic philosophy—this book is additionally of considerable
interest to academics and students across many fields such as
psychology, philosophy, history, and sociology.

Routledge Market: Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
Market: Introductory Psychology February 2022: 108pp
May 2022: 134pp Hb: 978-0-367-48033-2: $59.95
Hb: 978-1-032-23311-6: $160.00 Pb: 978-0-367-52497-5: $21.95
Pb: 978-1-032-22846-4: $52.95 eBook: 978-1-003-03916-7
eBook: 978-1-003-27671-5 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367524975
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781032228464

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Hermeneutic Dialogue and Shaping the Landscape
of Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
The Work of Frank Richardson

Edited by Robert C. Bishop
Series: Advances in Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
This volume introduces the methodological value of
hermeneutic dialogue in the field of theoretical and
philosophical psychology. It reflects on the works of Frank
Richardson who has made, and continues to make, seminal
contributions to the field, as well as having influenced the work
of many of the practitioners engaged in this field today. This
book will be a valuable resource for students and scholars of
theoretical and philosophical psychology, philosophy of the
mind, and personality theories.

Routledge
Market: Theoretical and Philosophical Psychology
July 2021: 154pp
Hb: 978-0-367-55754-6: $160.00
Pb: 978-0-367-55664-8: $59.95
eBook: 978-1-003-09500-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780367556648
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